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Abstract 

The rate at which patients with psychiatric complaints are visiting U.S. ERs has been 

steadily growing for the past decade (Weiss et al., 2016). Psychiatric patients have been shown to 

be responsible for and heavily affected by inefficiencies that plague ERs (Boyle et al., 1992). 

This thesis seeks to determine whether having psychiatric professionals in the ER improves the 

efficiency and thoroughness with which psychiatric patients are treated in the emergency 

department. Three measures of efficiency—wait time, length of visit, and boarding time (time 

from when the patient is admitted to the hospital to their departure from the ER) (American 

College of Emergency Physicians, 2016)—and one measure of thoroughness—whether the 

patient is referred to outside resources—are considered. The effect of psychiatric professionals in 

the ER on these four measures is analyzed through standard OLS regressions and logit 

regressions using a nationally representative dataset of emergency room visits in the U.S. from 

1997-2016 (CDC, 2018). We find that psychiatric patients who see psychiatric professionals in 

the ER experience greater inefficiency and mixed levels of thoroughness of treatment compared 

to other patients.  
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Introduction 

 U.S. hospital emergency rooms see high volumes of people every year. In 2015, the 

National Hospital Ambulatory Medical Care Survey reported an estimated 43.3 ± 2.7 ER visits 

occurred per 100 people (CDC). In addition to the high patient volume faced by U.S. emergency 

rooms today, there has also been a steadily increasing rate of patients entering the ER with 

psychiatric primary complaints. A statistical report by the Healthcare Cost and Utilization 

Project cite a 55.5 percent increase in ER visits per 100,000 people aged 15 and older for 

“depression, anxiety, and stress reactions”, a 37 percent increase for “SUDs” or “substance use 

disorders”, and a 52 percent increase for “psychoses or bipolar disorders” from 2006 to 2013 

(Weiss et al., 2016, p. 2).  

Hospital ERs are not an ideal environment for dealing with psychiatric complaints 

because the staff and facility are not usually well-equipped to deal with the presentation and 

needs of psychiatric patients (Jones Sanborn, 2016). This is evidenced by a study by Boyle et al. 

(1992), who show that psychiatric patients are one of the patient groups most affected by and 

responsible for inefficiencies in the ER. In other words, psychiatric patients tend to wait and stay 

longer in the emergency department than other patients and, additionally, cause longer waits and 

stays for the hospital overall (Boyle et al., 1992). Longer wait times and lengths of visit are not 

the only inefficiencies associated with psychiatric patients, though. The boarding of psychiatric 

patients has become a common and decried practice in U.S. emergency rooms (Jones Sanborn, 

2016; American College of Emergency Physicians, 2015). Boarding is the term for keeping 

patients who are waiting to be moved to inpatient care in the emergency room until space opens 

up for them in the ward they are being transferred to (American College of Emergency 

Physicians, 2016).  A 2016 survey by the American College of Emergency Physicians showed 
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that nearly half of sampled ER physicians saw boarding of psychiatric patients at least once a day 

in their emergency departments. The majority of those physicians reported boarding times of 

over four hours (American College of Emergency Physicians, 2016). This means patients with 

conditions severe enough to require hospital admission were left waiting for further medical 

attention for at least half a work day.  

As Boyle et al. (1992) state, inefficiencies experienced by psychiatric patients have 

negative effects on the overall efficiency of a hospital. Providing less efficient care to psychiatric 

patients not only affect the efficiency with which other patients can be seen, but can also have 

dangerous repercussions. Considering all patients, both psychiatric and otherwise, increasing 

wait times leads to higher rates of mortality in ER patients who end up in inpatient care 

(American College of Emergency Physicians, 2012). Additionally, long wait times can 

contribute to a negative ER experience from the patient, which could lead them to either leave 

the ER before being treated or avoid going to the ER in general (Chang et al., 2012). It would 

seem logical to argue that long lengths of stay and boarding times could have similar results. The 

more barriers there are in the way of receiving help, the less likely people are to seek out aid. For 

both psychiatric and non-psychiatric patients, not getting help when it is needed can have severe 

consequences. This is of particular note in a country where one of these severe but preventable 

consequences—suicide—is the 10th leading cause of death (Center for Disease Control & 

Prevention, 2016). 

Considering the possible repercussions, both operational and personal, of these 

emergency room inefficiencies faced by psychiatric patients, solutions should be explored. As 

Jones Sanborn (2016) describes, traditional emergency rooms are not well-prepared to provide 

care to patients with psychiatric primary complaints because they do not have many psychiatric-
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specific resources. A possible solution would be to have patients see psychiatric professionals in 

the emergency room. Having someone specifically trained to deal with psychiatric complaints 

might speed up the process through which the patient moves through the emergency room. This 

solution could possibly improve the thoroughness of the visit, as well. Improved thoroughness 

should result in future efficiency because fewer people should be returning to the ER if they were 

thoroughly cared for during their first visit. This thesis tests this solution, exploring whether or 

not seeing psychiatric professionals in the ER improves the efficiency and thoroughness of care 

experienced by a patient.   

Literature Review 

 Boyle et al. (1992) take a broad look at this question by exploring the overall effect of 

increasing supports for psychiatric ER patients on ER efficiency. This new support system was 

made possible by the implementation of a certain federal funding program for hospitals in 

Quebec, Canada. Boyle et al. (1992) measure efficiency by using length of stay in the ER as their 

dependent variable (Boyle et al., 1992). The government funding for hospitals was broadly 

designated for the support of patients who were suffering from and responsible for the greatest 

amount of overcrowding: psychiatric patients and the elderly (Boyle et al., 1992). This support 

included the hiring of ER staff and improving of outpatient care for psychiatric patients (Boyle et 

al., 1992). The authors focused on a small sample of hospitals (10) with lengths of stay that had 

varying degrees of severity (Boyle et al., 1992). Boyle et al. (1992) find evidence that points to a 

significant negative relationship between amount of funding and length of stay for psychiatric 

patients in the ER. This relationship only persists up to a certain point; increasing funding stops 

having significant impacts after about $55,000 per ER stretcher (Boyle et al., 1992). Boyle et al. 

(1992) provides some evidence that funding may have positive effects on efficiency for 
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emergency rooms, particularly with regards to psychiatric patients. However, they do not 

distinguish between which specific funded programs are most responsible for this positive effect. 

Therefore, it is not clear what specific effect having psychiatric professionals in the ER has. 

Vingilis et al. (2007) begin to cover this gap in research by exploring the implementation 

of around the clock psychiatric nurses into the emergency room of a hospital in London. This 

study looks at both efficiency and thoroughness measures, including wait time and whether the 

patient was referred back or elsewhere for a follow up (Vingilis et al., 2007). Wait time is a 

direct measure of efficiency, whereas whether or not the patient was referred somewhere for a 

follow up is an indication of the thoroughness of a visit. A thorough first visit should decrease 

the need for a second visit for some patients. Vingilis et al. (2007) supports the legitimacy of 

measuring thoroughness alongside efficiency. Additionally, they find significant results on both 

measures (Vingilis et al., 2007). They found that there was a significant decrease in wait times 

and a significant increase in the referral rate from before and after the introduction of psychiatric 

nurses (Vingilis et al., 2007). The wait time effect played out, in particular, during evening shifts 

(Vingilis et al., 2007).  

The rest of the literature takes a step away from the question of how efficiency is affected 

by psychiatric professionals. Instead, it details the general landscape of ER efficiency research. 

Chang et al. (2012) explore the attributes associated with adult psychiatric patients experiencing 

severe inefficiency in the emergency room. They look at the number of adult “extended-stay 

patients” with a psychiatric diagnosis in five Boston hospitals between June 2008 and May 2009 

and (Chang et al., 2012). Patients are labeled “extended-stay” if they spent 24 hours or more in 

the ER before being discharged/transferred (Chang et al., 2012). Using 1,076 total observations, 

90 of which were “extended-stay” observations, they identify a few characteristics that were 
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correlated with being an “extended-stay patient” (Chang et al., 2012). Going to the ER of an 

academic hospital, going to a hospital that has fewer beds in the psychiatric ward, being 

homeless, being a patient that requires restraints, being a patient that was transferred to another 

hospital, and being publicly insured were all significantly associated with being an “extended-

stay patient” (Chang et al., 2012). These characteristics prove useful as control variable 

candidates.  

Looking at patients more broadly, van der Vaart et al. (2011) investigate the effectiveness 

of the triage system for a hospital in the Netherlands. Triage systems are a tool used to increase 

efficiency by organizing patients by severity so the sickest patients will be seen first (van der 

Vaart et al., 2011; Atzema et al., 2012; Gilboy et al., 2012). Patients are given a score from 1 to 5 

that indicates both the severity of their situation and how soon they should be seen by a 

nurse/physician (Van der Vaart et al., 2011; Atzema et al., 2012; Gilboy et al., 2012). Van der 

Vaart et al. (2011) take numerous time measurements, tracking how long until the patient was 

first seen by a nurse, first seen by a physician, and admitted to the hospital, among other things. 

They find evidence that, while nurses consistently see patients within the triage system’s 

suggested time period, physicians often do not (van der Vaart et al., 2011). This study shows that 

the triage system is not a perfect sorting system. If triage scores were followed perfectly, ERs 

would function efficiently, such that patients with the most immediate need would be seen first 

and so on down the line, regardless of whether they saw a psychiatric professional or not. In 

other words, triage score would perfectly predict wait time. However, whether it is because of a 

lack of space or staff (Jones Sanborn, 2016) or other variables we are not considering, triage 

scores are not perfectly predicting efficiency.  
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Atzema et al. (2012) add a further dimension to the question of triage effectiveness. They 

explore how the triage system employed in about 150 Ontario hospitals affects the wait times of 

psychiatric patients. They explore the hypothesis that, between psychiatric patients and non-

psychiatric patients given the same triage score in the ER, psychiatric patients have longer 

waiting times than their non-psychiatric counterparts (Atzema et al., 2012). They distinguish 

between the wait from “triage to first assessment by the physician” (wait time) and the wait from 

“hospital admission orders to physical departure from the emergency department” (boarding 

time) (Atzema et al., 2012, p. E970). They find that psychiatric patients have longer wait times 

than their non-psychiatric counterparts by triage level, but shorter boarding times than their 

counterparts of the same triage level (Atzema et al., 2012). Atzema et al. (2012) confirm Boyle et 

al. (1992)’s claim that being a psychiatric patient affects the efficiency level of that person’s 

care. However, the direction of the effect is inconsistent between the two studies. This effect 

should be studied further. 

Laudicella et al. (2013) do not study psychiatric patients or wait times, but rather 

readmission and mortality rates. They use theory and data analysis to disprove the claim that 

high quality hospitals have low readmission rates (Laudicella et al., 2013). Their logic is as 

follows: high quality hospitals will attract sicker patients because those patient believe they will 

have a better chance of being cured at a high quality hospital; however, those patients are also 

inherently more likely to require readmission because they are sicker (Laudicella et al., 2013). 

While this thesis does not include readmission or mortality rates, there is still valuable 

information in this article. Laudicella et al. (2013) show why a single measure of effectiveness of 

treatment does not create an accurate picture of hospital effectiveness. High readmission rates 

may not necessarily be indicative of low quality hospitals (Laudicella et al., 2013). Using this 
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logic, moving someone quickly through the ER is not necessarily an indication of efficiency in 

the long-run. Patients who do not receive thorough treatment as well as efficient treatment may 

shortly return to the ER, contributing further to the high volume of visits causing the 

inefficiency. Therefore, this thesis will include dependent variables related both to efficiency and 

thoroughness to create a fuller picture of efficiency overall. 

This thesis situates itself between Boyle et al. (1992) and Vingilis et al. (2007) in terms of 

scope. We look at the specific effects of having psychiatric professionals in the ER, whereas 

Boyle et al. (1992) broadly explore the effect of increasing support for psychiatric patients in 

emergency rooms. However, we do not employ a level of specificity that rivals Vingilis et al.’s 

(2007) individual focus on psychiatric nurses. We take the results from Chang et al. (2012), van 

der Vaart et al. (2011), and Atzema et al. (2012) to determine appropriate control variables. 

Following the logic of Laudicella et al.’s (2013) theoretical model of readmission, we employ 

measures of both efficiency and thoroughness to provide a more complete picture of present and 

future efficiency in the ER. Broadly, this thesis expands upon all mentioned literature by 

performing analysis on a national sample, rather than a single hospital or group of hospitals in 

the same area. This gives us a much more complete view of the effects we are studying. 

Data 

Data is taken from the National Hospital Ambulatory Medical Care Survey (NHAMCS). 

The NHAMCS is a nationally representative sample of about 500 hospitals with 24/7 ERs in the 

US (CDC, 2018). The unit of observation is an ER visit, which includes patient and hospital 

characteristics (CDC, 2018). The data was taken annually over the course of a four week period 

and includes about 20,000 observations and 300-950 variables, per year. (CDC, 2018). Data is 
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available from 1992-2016 (CDC, 2018). Unfortunately, detailed codebooks are not available 

prior to 1999. All of the variables included in the 1997-1999 datasets are the same, though, so we 

are able to use all of the data from 1997 on. This makes the time period for my study 1997-2016, 

which contains 600,476 total observations (CDC, 2018).  It is important to note that the 

NHAMCS contains data taken on ER visits of all types, not just psychiatric-related visits. A total 

of 26,029 of the observations are tagged with a psychiatric primary reason for visit (see Data 

Appendix entry for PSYCHPAT). Table 1 gives a year-by-year breakdown of the total 

observations with non-missing primary reason for visit values, the total observations tagged with 

a psychiatric primary reason for visit, and the proportion of total observations that are 

psychiatric. This table reflects the trend that psychiatric ER visits are becoming more common 

over time.  

The data is public use and taken directly from the CDC website. Each year has its own 

dataset and codebook, excluding 1997-1998, which are missing codebooks. Table 2 contains the 

names of the original data variables that are used in this thesis, as well as the years they are taken 

from. These original data variables are recoded into the variables used in my analysis. The data is 

primarily categorical in nature, so most variables are broken down into dummy variables. 

Grouping my variables by category, though, creates a reasonable number of variables to provide 

some background information on. Full variable information, including descriptive statistics, is 

included in the Data Appendix. Below is a brief explanation of each variable by category: 

Dependent Variables… 

 WAITTIME: The amount of time, in minutes, from when the patient is triaged to when 

they are seen by a physician (Atzema et al., 2012; CDC NHAMCS Metadata, 1997-2000, 

2003-2016). This is an efficiency measure. 
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 LOV: The amount of time a patient spends in the ER or “length of visit” (Boyle et al., 

1992; CDC NHAMCS Metadata, 2001-2015). This is an efficiency measure. 

 BOARDED: The amount of time from when the patient is admitted to the hospital to 

when they are transferred to the psychiatric ward (Atzema et al., 2012; CDC NHAMCS 

Metadata, 2009-2011, 2013-2015). This is an efficiency measure.  

 REFERRAL: Dummy variable indicating whether the patient was referred to an outside 

resource after leaving the ER. Referrals include those made to community resources and 

those made to other medical professionals (Vingilis et al., 2007; CDC NHAMCS 

Metadata, 1997-2016). This is our measure of thoroughness. 

Independent Variables of Interest… 

 PSYCHPROF: Indicates whether or not the patient was seen by a psychiatric professional 

in the ER (Boyle et al., 1992; Vingilis et al., 2007). Until 2009, mental health 

professionals were coded under “other provider” (CDC NHAMCS Metadata, 1997-

2008). Since “other provider” could indicate many different types of professionals, 

PSYCHPROF is defined as a psychiatric patient seeing an “other provider” (CDC 

NHAMCS Metadata, 1997-2008). This means, for 1997-2008, the coding of 

PSYCHPROF does not allow for instances in which non-psychiatric patients see a 

psychiatric professional. For 2009-2016, PSYCHPROF is defined as any patient seeing a 

“mental health provider”, primary reason for visit aside (CDC NHAMCS Metadata, 

2009-2016). 

 MHPROF: Indicates whether or not the patient was seen by a “mental health provider” in 

the ER (Boyle et al., 2012; Vingilis et al., 2007; CDC NHAMCS Metadata, 2009-2016). 

This variable acts as a direct measure of whether or not a patient saw a psychiatric 
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professional (Boyle et al., 1992; Vingilis et al., 2007). PSYCHPROF relies on the 

assumption that a psychiatric patient seeing an “other provider” is seeing a psychiatric 

professional (CDC NHAMCS Metadata, 1997-2008), which is not necessarily true. It 

also asserts for eleven years of data that only psychiatric patients can see psychiatric 

professionals, which is also not true. To the contrary, MHPROF was specifically coded to 

indicate contact with a psychiatric professional in the ER, whether or not the patient has a 

psychiatric primary complaint or not. 

Control Variables… 

 SEX (Dummy Variable: FEMALE): Patient’s sex (CDC NHAMCS Metadata, 1997-

2016). 

 AGE: Patient’s age (CDC NHAMCS Metadata, 1997-2016). 

 RECAT (Dummy Variables: WHITE, BLACK, HISPLAT, ASIAN, OMRACE): 

Patient’s race and ethnicity (CDC NHAMCS Metadata, 1997-2016). Options are non-

Hispanic white, non-Hispanic black, Hispanic or Latino/a, Asian, and Other/Multiracial. 

WHITE is the omitted category in the regression analysis. 

 PTYPE (Dummy Variables: PRIVATEINS, PUBLICINS, NOINS, OTHERPAY): 

Indicates what payment method the patient is using to cover the visit (Chang et al., 2012; 

CDC NHAMCS Metadata, 1997-2016). Options are private insurance, public insurance, 

no insurance, and other method of payment. OTHERPAY is the omitted category in the 

regression analysis. 

 TRIAGE (Dummy Variables: EMERGENT, URGENT, SEMIURGENT, 

NONURGENT): Indicates the triage score assigned by the nurse when the patient is first 

observed (Atzema et al., 2012; van der Vaart et al., 2011; CDC NHAMCS Metadata, 
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1997-2016). The current triage system that the majority of American hospitals employ is 

a scale from 1-5, according to the “Emergency Severity Index” (Gilboy et al., 2012). A 

score of 1 is the most severe, while a score of 5 is the least severe (Gilboy et al.,  2012). 

The NHAMCS only coded for four levels (scores 2-5) until 2001. Additionally, the 

number of patients given a score of 1 is much smaller than any other category. For these 

two reasons, my triage measure lumps together score 1 and 2 under EMERGENT. Scores 

3-5 remain the same, i.e. a score of 3 is URGENT; a score of 4 is SEMIURGENT; and a 

score of 5 is NONURGENT (CDC NHAMCS Metadata, 1997-2016). SEMIURGENT is 

the omitted category in the regression analysis. 

 ADMITHOS: Indicates whether the patient was admitted to the hospital or not (CDC 

NHAMCS Metadata, 1997-2016). 

 WEEKEND: Indicates if the visit occurred over a weekend, i.e. Saturday or Sunday 

(CDC NHAMCS Metadata, 1997-2016). In addition to their theoretical contribution to 

the literature, Laudicella et al. (2013) point out that ER inefficiency tends to be worse 

over the weekends and holidays due to decreased staffing.  

 PSYCHPAT: Indicates whether or not the patient’s primary reason for visit to the ER was 

psychiatric in nature. The NHAMCS codes for more than one possible reason for visit, 

but patients are only defined as ‘psychiatric’ if their primary reason for visit is 

psychiatric. The reasoning can be illustrated through an example. Though a patient who 

comes to the ER with a broken arm may also have depression, if their primary reason for 

visit is the broken arm, they will likely not be treated like a psychiatric patient. Reason 

for visit codes are taken from the NHAMCS metadata files (CDC, 1999-2011) and the 

NAMCS metadata files (CDC, 2012-2016). 
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 PSYCHCAT (Dummy Variables: MOODANX, SUBSTANCE, SUICIDE, 

BDPSYCHOSIS, OTHERPSYCH): If the patient has a psychiatric primary reason for 

visit, this variable categorizes the patient’s reason into one of five subgroups of 

psychiatric complaints, in part inspired by Weiss et al. (2016). This variable uses the 

same reason for visit codes from the NHAMCS metadata file (CDC, 1999-2011) and the 

NAMCS metadata file (CDC, 2012-2016). 

Methodology 

 This thesis uses regression analysis to test whether or not having psychiatric professionals 

in the ER improves efficiency and thoroughness of care. Based on the previous literature, my 

hypothesis is that seeing psychiatric professionals will result in improvement in both dimensions. 

Before diving into the regression analysis, some simple mean comparisons provide an idea both 

of whether this question is worth studying with this data and what the general relationships might 

be. Table 3 shows the means of each dependent variable for psychiatric patients and non-

psychiatric patients. We find that psychiatric patients see lower rates of both efficiency and 

thoroughness. Table 4 shows the means of each dependent variable for patients who saw a 

psychiatric professional and those who did not. We see similar results to Table 3; patients who 

saw psychiatric professionals see lower efficiency and thoroughness. While at first counter to our 

hypothesis, these mean comparisons require further analysis. Most patients who see psychiatric 

professionals have psychiatric primary reasons for visit. Therefore, if psychiatric patients 

inherently face greater inefficiency (supported by Boyle et al., 1992 and Atzema et al., 2012), 

then it is not surprising that patients seeing psychiatric professionals are associated with lower 

efficiency than the general patient population. However, seeing a psychiatric professional may 

still be improving the efficiency and thoroughness of care for psychiatric patients specifically. 
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This relationship can be determined by creating interaction terms between our psychiatric 

professional variables and our psychiatric patient variables in our regression analysis.  

 In both our mean comparison tables and our regression analysis, we employ four 

dependent variables. Three temporal variables measure efficiency—WAITTIME, LOV, and 

BOARDED—and one variable measures thoroughness—REFERRAL. Because WAITTIME, 

LOV, and BOARDED are all continuous variables, we employ OLS regressions to determine the 

effects PSYCHPROF has on them. All three variables are heavily skewed left, so we impose a 

natural log transformation on them, creating the variables logWAIT, logLOV, and logBOARD. 

The natural log transformation makes the distribution of all three variables much closer to a 

normal distribution. Since the natural log of zero is undefined, we use ln(Y+.01), where 

Y=WAITTIME, LOV, and BOARDED. Adding one hundredth of a minute (WAITTIME, 

BOARDED) or one hundredth of an hour (LOV) is not a significant enough change to distort the 

interpretation power of the models; however, it does allow for patients who had no wait time, 

boarding time, or length of visit. See Figures 1 – 6 for graphical support for these 

transformations. With this natural log transformation, our interpretation involves the percentage 

by which the dependent variables are changed. REFERRAL is a dummy variable, so we use a 

logit regression for its analysis. This yields coefficients that describe the odds ratio of each 

variable. This means we will be able to compare the likelihood of success (i.e. a patient was 

referred to an outside resource) over the likelihood of failure for different values of the 

independent variable (“How Do I Interpret Odds Ratios,” n.d.). 

 The majority of control variables can be expressed as categorical vectors: SEX, RECAT, 

PTYPE, TRIAGE, and PSYCHCAT. As described in the Data section, these categorical 

variables have been broken down into dummy variables. For each categorical variable, one 
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value/dummy variable must be dropped to serve as a comparison group and avoid collinearity 

problems. For SEX, I drop the male category and use it as the comparison variable. For RECAT, 

WHITE is the comparison variable because it is the most frequently observed value. For PTYPE, 

OTHERPAY is the comparison variable so I can explore the specific relationships between 

private insurance, public insurance, and no insurance on my dependent variables. For TRIAGE, 

SEMIURGENT is the comparison variable because it is the most frequently observed value. 

PSYCHCAT serves as a replacement variable for PSYCHPAT, so the two are never included in 

the same regression. Additionally, PSYCHCAT codes for broad categories of psychiatric reasons 

for visit; it does not have any category for non-psychiatric reasons for visit. With these two facts 

in mind, PSYCHCAT does not require a comparison variable; it is comparing specific 

psychiatric reasons for visit to non-psychiatric reasons for visit. The three non-categorical 

control variables are WEEKEND (a dummy variable), AGE (a continuous variable), and 

ADMITHOS (a dummy variable).   

 Hospital fixed effects are also employed in these regressions. The NHAMCS conceals the 

identity of each hospital they survey, but does provide an ID number. This ID number is 

inconsistent for each hospital from year to year. For example, Hospital #13 in 2005 may be 

Hospital #190 in 2006. We create a hospital ID by year to give each hospital in every year their 

own identification number. Using these individual ID numbers, we employ hospital fixed effects 

to account for the variation specific to each individual hospital. 

 As was suggested by the mean table analysis, interaction terms between the psychiatric 

patient variables and the psychiatric professional variables are included in the regressions. These 

interaction terms allow us to analyze the effect being a psychiatric patient who sees a psychiatric 

professional has on efficiency and thoroughness. While the majority of patients who see 
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psychiatric professionals have a psychiatric primary complaint, not all of them do. This 

interaction term shows how efficiency and thoroughness change for psychiatric patients who see 

psychiatric professionals compared to those who do not. This is where the crux of our analysis 

will focus. If the overall effect of being a psychiatric patient who sees a psychiatric professional 

is associated with efficiency and thoroughness (an odds ratio greater than 1 for Y=REFERRAL 

and a negative percentage change for all other Y), that will provide evidence that psychiatric 

professionals improve how efficiently and thoroughly psychiatric patients receive care in the ER.  

 Each dependent variable has its own set of regressions. All of the regression sets follow 

the same pattern described below. The first regression in each set looks at the relationship 

between PSYCHPROF, PSYCHPAT, their interaction, and the dependent variable. This is 

referred to as Regression A:  

𝑌 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝐹𝐸𝑀𝐴𝐿𝐸 + 𝛽2𝑊𝐸𝐸𝐾𝐸𝑁𝐷 + 𝛽3𝐴𝐺𝐸 + 𝛽4
⃗⃗⃗⃗ 𝑅𝐸𝐶𝐴𝑇 + 𝛽5

⃗⃗⃗⃗ 𝑃𝑇𝑌𝑃𝐸 + 𝛽6
⃗⃗⃗⃗ 𝑇𝑅𝐼𝐴𝐺𝐸

+ 𝛽7𝐴𝐷𝑀𝐼𝑇𝐻𝑂𝑆 + 𝛽8𝑃𝑆𝑌𝐶𝐻𝑃𝐴𝑇 + 𝛽9𝑃𝑆𝑌𝐶𝐻𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐹 + 𝛽10𝑃𝐴𝑇𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐹 +  𝑒 

 Y is a placeholder for each dependent variable: logWAIT, logLOV, logBOARD, and 

REFERRAL. For Y=logBOARD, however, ADMITHOS is omitted from the regression because 

in order to be boarded, a patient must be admitted to the hospital. 𝛽4
⃗⃗⃗⃗  is the vector of coefficients 

for each of RECAT’s component dummy variables, excluding WHITE. 𝛽5
⃗⃗⃗⃗  is the vector of 

coefficients for each of PTYPE’s component dummy variables, excluding OTHERPAY. 𝛽6
⃗⃗⃗⃗  is 

the vector of coefficients for each of TRIAGE’s component dummy variables, excluding 

SEMIURGENT.  

 To gain a more nuanced insight, Regression A is repeated, replacing 𝛽8𝑃𝑆𝑌𝐶𝐻𝑃𝐴𝑇 with 

 𝛽8𝑏
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ 𝑃𝑆𝑌𝐶𝐻𝐶𝐴𝑇 and the PSYCHPAT interaction term with vectors of PSYCHCAT interaction 
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terms. Each PSYCHCAT interaction term is a vector of five interaction terms, one for each 

component dummy variable within PSYCHCAT. This is referred to as Regression B.  

𝑌 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝐹𝐸𝑀𝐴𝐿𝐸 + 𝛽2𝑊𝐸𝐸𝐾𝐸𝑁𝐷 + 𝛽3𝐴𝐺𝐸 + 𝛽4
⃗⃗⃗⃗ 𝑅𝐸𝐶𝐴𝑇 + 𝛽5

⃗⃗⃗⃗ 𝑃𝑇𝑌𝑃𝐸 + 𝛽6
⃗⃗⃗⃗ 𝑇𝑅𝐼𝐴𝐺𝐸

+ 𝛽7𝐴𝐷𝑀𝐼𝑇𝐻𝑂𝑆 + 𝛽8𝑏
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ 𝑃𝑆𝑌𝐶𝐻𝑃𝐴𝑇 + 𝛽9𝑃𝑆𝑌𝐶𝐻𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐹 + 𝛽10𝑏

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  𝑃𝐴𝑇𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐹 +  𝑒 

Again, for Y=logBOARD, ADMITHOS will be omitted from the regression. Conclusions 

are drawn from the results of Regression A and Regression B. In addition, we construct 

robustness check models using MHPROF. This is a more accurate measure of whether or not a 

patient was seen by a psychiatric professional, but is also available for a much smaller time 

period. These robustness checks show whether or not the effects seen in the original models 

persist, even as the time period is shortened and the definition of ‘seeing a psychiatric 

professional’ is made stricter. Of note, there are no observations of OMRACE during the time 

period MFPROF is available, so we omit this variable from the robustness checks. 

The robustness check model for Regression A is referred to as Regression Ar.  

𝑌 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝐹𝐸𝑀𝐴𝐿𝐸 + 𝛽2𝑊𝐸𝐸𝐾𝐸𝑁𝐷 + 𝛽3𝐴𝐺𝐸 + 𝛽4
⃗⃗⃗⃗ 𝑅𝐸𝐶𝐴𝑇 + 𝛽5

⃗⃗⃗⃗ 𝑃𝑇𝑌𝑃𝐸 + 𝛽6
⃗⃗⃗⃗ 𝑇𝑅𝐼𝐴𝐺𝐸

+ 𝛽7𝐴𝐷𝑀𝐼𝑇𝐻𝑂𝑆 + 𝛽8𝑃𝑆𝑌𝐶𝐻𝑃𝐴𝑇 + 𝛽9𝑀𝐻𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐹 + 𝛽10𝑃𝐴𝑇𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐹𝑟 +  𝑒 

 For Y=logBOARD, ADMITHOS is omitted from the regression. 𝛽10 is the coefficient on 

the interaction term between PSYCHPAT and MHPROF. 

The robustness check model for Regression B is: 

𝑌 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝐹𝐸𝑀𝐴𝐿𝐸 + 𝛽2𝑊𝐸𝐸𝐾𝐸𝑁𝐷 + 𝛽3𝐴𝐺𝐸 + 𝛽4
⃗⃗⃗⃗ 𝑅𝐸𝐶𝐴𝑇 + 𝛽5

⃗⃗⃗⃗ 𝑃𝑇𝑌𝑃𝐸 + 𝛽6
⃗⃗⃗⃗ 𝑇𝑅𝐼𝐴𝐺𝐸

+ 𝛽7𝐴𝐷𝑀𝐼𝑇𝐻𝑂𝑆 + 𝛽8𝑏
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ 𝑃𝑆𝑌𝐶𝐻𝑃𝐴𝑇 + 𝛽9𝑀𝐻𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐹 + 𝛽10𝑏

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  𝑃𝐴𝑇𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐹𝑟 +  𝑒 
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For Y=logBOARD, ADMITHOS is omitted from the regression. PATPROFr is the 

vector of interaction terms between PSYCHCAT and MHPROF. 

This thesis uses 𝛼 = .05 for p values in all regressions.  

Coefficient interpretations for all log transformed OLS models are done through the 

following equation:  

%∆𝑌 = 100 ∗ (𝑒𝛽𝑖 − 1). 

Only the interpreted values will appear in the Results section. 

Coefficient interpretations for the logistic models are done by receiving odds ratio 

outputs from STATA. In other words, for binary variables, each coefficient describes the odds 

ratio—i.e. the probability of success over the probability of failure—that compares the two 

groups captured by the dependent variable (“How Do I Interpret Odds Ratios,” n.d.). We will 

only be interpreting coefficients on binary variables. This is mathematically expressed below: 

𝛽𝑖 =

𝑃𝑋𝑖=1(𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑙)
1 − 𝑃𝑥𝑖=1(𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑙)

𝑃𝑋𝑖=0(𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑙)
1 − 𝑃𝑋𝑖=0(𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑙)

⁄  

such that Referral is a success—i.e. REFERRAL=1 (“How Do I Interpret Odds Ratios,” 

n.d.).  

Note that an odds ratio of one would be the equivalent of the variable having no effect 

(“How Do I Interpret Odds Ratios,” n.d.). Coefficients below one are associated with a lack 

thoroughness because they indicate that the likelihood of being referred to outside resources is 

smaller for that group than its compliment group (“How Do I Interpret Odds Ratios,” n.d.). 
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Coefficients above one indicate that the likelihood is greater (“How Do I Interpret Odds Ratios,” 

n.d.). 

As an example, the coefficient on PSYCHPROF will be the odds ratio of patients who 

saw a psychiatric professional (PSYCHPROF=1) over the odds ratio of patients who did not see 

a psychiatric professional (PSYCHPROF=0). Suppose the coefficient is 1.5. The interpretation 

would be that patients who saw psychiatric professionals are 1.5 times more likely to be referred 

to an outside resource than patients who did not see a psychiatric professional (“How Do I 

Interpret Odds Ratios,” n.d.).  

Interaction terms are interpreted differently in logistics models than they are in OLS 

models. Suppose we are interacting two binary variables, 𝑥1 and 𝑥2, yielding the logistic model 

𝑦 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥1 + 𝛽2𝑥2 + 𝛽3𝑥1𝑥2. To get the effect on the odds that 𝑦 = 1 and 𝑥1 = 1, when  

𝑥2 = 1, we multiply 𝛽1 by 𝛽3 (“Deciphering Interactions,” n.d.). Only interpreted interaction 

terms are reported in the results section, not the actual coefficient 𝛽3. 

To support the hypothesis that psychiatric professionals improve ER efficiency, the final 

percent change in Y for psychiatric patients who saw psychiatric professionals should be 

negative for Y = logWAIT, logLOV, and logBOARD. To support the hypothesis that seeing 

psychiatric professionals improves ER thoroughness, the final odds ratio of psychiatric patients 

who saw psychiatric professionals (𝛽1 ∗ 𝛽3) should be greater than one for REFERRAL.  

Results 

 Each measure of efficiency has its own set of four regressions—Regressions A, B, Ar, 

and Br—as described in the Methodology section. Every coefficient is interpreted assuming all 

else equal. Beginning with logWAIT, the results of Regression A can be found under Table 5. 
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Before looking at the coefficients, we get an idea of how well our model is predicting the data. 

The 𝑅2 is .3305. This means that 33.05 percent of the variation in logWAIT is accounted for by 

the model. This is not a high 𝑅2, so there are obviously some important variables missing from 

our regression. However, it is still sizeable enough that we can claim somewhat legitimate 

results. Additionally, the p value of the F test for the full model is zero. This means our model is 

definitively better at predicting logWAIT compared to having no model at all. The majority of 

control variables are statistically significant, excluding the race/ethnicity variables OMRACE 

and ASIAN and the insurance variables. Most of the control variables, then, are relevant to the 

regression. Looking specifically at the independent variables of interest, we see that being a 

psychiatric patient leads to a 6.8 percent decrease in wait time. Seeing a psychiatric professional 

leads to a decrease in wait time of 16.21 percent. These values show that simply being a 

psychiatric patient or simply seeing a psychiatric professional leads to greater efficiency by 

decreasing wait time. However, when a psychiatric patient sees a psychiatric professional, wait 

time increases by 9.91 percent (𝛽𝑃𝑆𝑌𝐶𝐻𝑃𝐴𝑇 + 𝛽𝑃𝑆𝑌𝐶𝐻𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐹 + 𝛽𝑃𝐴𝑇𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐹 ). This yields a somewhat 

confusing conclusion. Overall, patients who see psychiatric professionals experience shorter wait 

times than those who do not see psychiatric professionals. However, psychiatric patients who see 

psychiatric professionals experience longer wait times than other patients. This means that non-

psychiatric patients are benefiting from seeing psychiatric professionals, but psychiatric patients 

are not. This is an interesting result that we do not have an explanation for. 

 Turning to Table 6 for Regression B, we see a breakdown of this effect by specific 

psychiatric category. Only SUBSTANCE and SUICIDE have significant coefficients, both of 

which are negative (a 19.59 percent decrease in wait time and a 45.7 percent decrease in wait 

time, respectively). All of the interaction terms are significant and positive, though the final 
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effects of being a psychiatric patient who sees a psychiatric professional are not. Being a patient 

with a substance abuse or suicide/self-harm related reason for visit who sees a psychiatric 

professional results in a decrease in wait time by 5.03 percent and 27.32 percent, respectively. 

However, it is important to note that the coefficients on the interaction terms of these two 

psychiatric reasons for visit are the largest of any of the interaction terms in this regression. It 

appears that the negative overall result is primarily carried by the negative effect the diagnoses 

have on wait time. Overall, these results are counter to the claim that seeing a psychiatric 

professional decreases wait time. It appears that seeing a psychiatric professional actually tends 

to slow down this part of the ER process and leads to greater inefficiency. 

 The robustness check, Regression Ar (Table 7), echoes the results of the base model. The 

magnitudes vary slightly, but the overall effects are the same. Likewise, Regression Br (Table 8) 

is very similar to Regression B. The only significant change is that the coefficient on the 

interaction term for SUICIDE becomes even more positive and decreases the magnitude of the 

final effect of being a suicidal patient who sees a psychiatric professional to 8.66 percent, as 

compared to 27.32 percent in the previous model. This only strengthens the evidence found in 

the original regressions that seeing a psychiatric professional in the ER decreases efficiency 

(increases wait time) for psychiatric patients, especially suicidal patients. 

The next measure of efficiency is logLOV, i.e. length of visit in the ER. The full results 

of Regression A can be seen in Table 9. The 𝑅2 is .2820 , so it is still apparent that there are 

some omitted variables in these models. However, our model still provides some valuable 

information as the F test p value is zero. All the control variables, excluding a few race/ethnicity 

variables (BLACK, ASIAN, and OMRACE) are significant. Being a psychiatric patient yields a 

31.32 percent increase in length of visit, while seeing a psychiatric professional yields a 50.49 
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percent increase. Psychiatric patients who see psychiatric professionals experience 78.23 percent 

longer lengths of visit than other patients. All of these effects go against the hypothesis that 

seeing a psychiatric professional in the ER improves efficiency. While the individual effect of 

the interaction term is responsible for a decrease in length of stay by 9.98 percent, this is not 

enough to outweigh the positive effect of seeing a psychiatric professional. We can look at the 

confidence interval for the interaction term coefficient to see if this outweighing is possible at 

𝛼 = .05. The confidence interval does not include a number with a great enough negative 

magnitude to overcome the positive effects of seeing a psychiatric professional. Psychiatric 

patients who do not see a psychiatric professional in the ER (50.49 percent longer length of stay) 

are better off than psychiatric patients who do see a psychiatric professional in the ER (78.23 

percent longer length of stay). This, again, goes against the hypothesis.  

 Regression B (results available on Table 10) echoes the results of Regression A. All 

psychiatric patient groups face about a 45 percent increase in length of stay, excluding 

mood/anxiety disorder patients, who see an increase of 8.78 percent. Mirroring the results of 

Regression A, nearly all of the interaction terms between each of the psychiatric patient group 

variables and PSYCHPROF show a slight decrease. None of these interaction effects are enough 

to overpower the strong positive effect associated with seeing a psychiatric professional. 

Additionally, none of the confidence intervals for the interaction term coefficients include a 

number with a great enough negative magnitude to overcome the positive effects of seeing a 

psychiatric professional. Seeing a psychiatric professional in the ER is again shown to be 

inefficient (increase in length of visit). 

 The robustness check model, Regression Ar (available on Table 11) confirms and 

strengthens the results of Regression A. The coefficients on PSYCHPAT and MHPROF retain 
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their direction and magnitude, while the coefficient on the interaction variable loses significance. 

Taken together, patients who see psychiatric professionals continue to be worse off. Regression 

Br (Table 12) likewise mirrors the effects seen in Regression B. No psychiatric patient subgroup 

experiences increased efficiency by seeing a psychiatric professional. Patients with behavioral 

disturbances/psychosis experience a significant decrease in length of stay from the interaction 

term with MHPROF (an interaction effect of 19.92 percent decrease in length of stay), but it is 

not enough to counter the 50.40 percent increase in length of stay that results from any patient 

seeing a psychiatric professional. Therefore, the total effect of being a psychiatric patient who 

sees a psychiatric professional remains positive. Every piece of the analysis of length of stay 

points to the claim that seeing psychiatric professionals in the ER decreases efficiency. 

 Boarding time is the final measure of efficiency we explore. Output for logBOARD 

Regression A can be found in Table 13. There are quite a lot of issues with this regression and 

regression set overall. The base model only has 12,160 observations. Every other model in this 

thesis, including the robustness checks, has at least 100,000 observations. However, the 𝑅2 is 

.4378, the highest of all the regressions. This is likely because of the hospital fixed effects. It 

makes sense that hospital-level variables, such as number of beds, carry a lot of explanatory 

power for boarding time. The probability of the F test is still zero, which is unsurprising given 

the higher 𝑅2. However, all but four of the control variables are insignificant. All independent 

variables of interest are also insignificant. Their confidence intervals are very wide, so there is 

not even any real inference to make. Regression B (Table 14) is in the same state. Neither 

robustness check (Tables 15 and 16) yields any significant results. This lack of relationship could 

be due to the limited number of observations. The proportion of psychiatric patients to total 

patients is fairly small, so limiting the total observation pool surely limits the psychiatric patient 
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pool more severely. There is also the chance that seeing a psychiatric professional in the ER does 

not have any consistent effect on boarding time. With our limited sample size, we cannot 

definitively say either way. 

 Finally, we look into our measure of thoroughness, REFERRAL. The full results for 

Regression A are available on Table 17. REFERRAL uses a logit regression because of its binary 

nature. Logit models do not produce the same 𝑅2 as standard OLS regressions. However, 

STATA does provide a pseudo-𝑅2. While it cannot be interpreted as directly as an OLS 𝑅2, it 

still gives some indication of the quality of the fit of the model. The pseudo-𝑅2 (0.1746) is a 

relatively small number, but shows that our model somewhat fits. Additionally, the p value of the 

Chi Squared test is zero, so our model is better than no model. All of the control variables are 

significant, which further confirms that our model has some merit. All of our independent 

variables of interest are significant as well. Psychiatric patients are .639 less likely to be referred 

to an outside resource than non-psychiatric patients. Patients who see psychiatric professionals 

are .650 times less likely to be referred to an outside resource than other patients. However, 

psychiatric patients who see psychiatric professionals are 1.09 times more likely to be referred to 

outside resources than other patients. This shows that psychiatric patients who see psychiatric 

professionals in the ER are receiving more thorough care than other patients. 1.09 times is not a 

huge amount, but it is still significant.  

 Regression B (Table 18) shows that all subgroups of psychiatric patients face lower odds 

of being referred to an outside resource than other patients. Taking into account the interaction 

terms, most subgroups of psychiatric patients who see psychiatric professionals have greater 

odds of being referred to an outside resource. The two groups that do not have greater odds 

(suicidal patients and patients with a psychiatric primary reason for visit that does not fall under 
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the other four categories) have odds ratios that are very close to one and confidence intervals that 

include many values that would bump the final odds ratio above one. There seems to be further 

evidence that psychiatric patients seeing psychiatric professionals in the ER experience more 

thorough care. 

 Robustness check, Regression Ar (Table 19), knocks this claim down by showing an 

insignificant coefficient on the interaction term. Seeing a psychiatric professional is associated 

with being .691 times less likely to be referred to outside resources when compared to patients 

who did not see a psychiatric professional. Psychiatric patients, too, still see lower rates of 

outside resource referral than other patients. Regression Br (Table 20) likewise does not show 

any interaction terms significantly different than one. Taking into account these robustness 

checks, it appears that seeing a psychiatric professional does not have any effect on 

thoroughness. There is a chance that the limited time frame made for greater variance and 

standard error, leading to a loss of significance. It could also be that PSYCHPROF was including 

non-psychiatric providers who increased the likelihood of being referred to outside resources, 

while MHPROF solely included actual psychiatric professionals. Either way, this set of 

regressions does not provide support for the hypothesis.   

Discussion 

Of the three measures of efficiency and the single measure of thoroughness, none have 

regression results that strongly confirm the hypothesis that psychiatric professionals in the ER 

improve efficiency. The wait time regressions suggest that seeing a psychiatric professional 

decreases wait time, but that effect changes direction when a psychiatric patient, in particular, 

sees a psychiatric professional. Patients with substance abuse or suicide –related primary reasons 
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for visit who see psychiatric professionals have shorter wait times, but the direction of this effect 

is carried by the great decrease in wait time these patients experience by nature of their primary 

reasons for visit. Robustness checks confirm these claims. Having psychiatric patients see 

psychiatric professionals in the ER is strongly associated with inefficiency. 

The length of visit regressions are similar in overall outcome. Seeing a psychiatric 

professional in the ER is associated with longer lengths of stay. However, being a psychiatric 

patient in this situation lessens the magnitude of the increase. The negative effects of the 

interaction term does not lead to an overall efficiency for this group, though, as they still face 

significantly longer lengths of stay than other patients. This effect is consistent in direction, 

though somewhat varied in magnitude, across all psychiatric patient subgroups. Robustness 

checks confirm these results. Seeing psychiatric professionals in the ER is associated with 

inefficiency for all patient groups, though slightly less so for psychiatric patients. 

The regressions on boarding time do not yield any significant relationships between 

seeing a psychiatric professional and efficiency. Whether this is because of a limited sample size 

or because there is no relationship between seeing a psychiatric professional and boarding time, 

we cannot make any claims for or against the hypothesis based on these regressions. 

While seeing a psychiatric professional is associated with decreased efficiency, there are 

some signs that it increases thoroughness. The regressions over whether or not the patient was 

referred to outside resources show that, while psychiatric patients and patients who see 

psychiatric professionals, separately, are less likely to be given referrals, psychiatric patients who 

see psychiatric professionals are more likely to be given referrals, compared to other patient 

groups. These results persist for nearly all psychiatric subgroups. Those subgroups who do not 

appear to experience this relationship are not far off and, given a different sample of the same 
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population, could easily yield increased odds as well. The robustness checks, however, show a 

loss of significance in the interaction terms. Therefore, patients who see psychiatric professionals 

experience the same odds, regardless of their primary reason for visit. These odds are lower, as 

compared to patients who do not see psychiatric professionals. This loss of significance could be 

the result of the decreased sample size. It could also be the result of using a more accurate 

measure of whether or not a patient saw a psychiatric professional. Either way, these regressions 

do not provide strong evidence in favor of the claim that seeing a psychiatric professional in the 

ER increases thoroughness. 

All of these results taken together, seeing a psychiatric professional in the ER is strongly 

associated with decreased efficiency and has an unclear relationship with thoroughness. There 

are a few possible reasons behind this. Most directly, those could be the actual effects seeing a 

psychiatric professional has on efficiency and thoroughness. Some improvements could be made 

to these models to further confirm or deny that claim. PSYCHPROF and MHPROF both indicate 

whether or not a patient was seen by a psychiatric professional. However, neither variable 

indicates whether the psychiatric professional was at the ER or if they had to be called in. This 

distinction would likely make a significant difference. The lack of resources described in Jones 

Sanborn (2016) could be what we are measuring with PSYCHPROF and MHPROF if the 

majority of them are not ER staff. Waiting until a psychiatric professional is available to come 

down to the ER is very different than waiting to see a psychiatric professional who is stationed in 

the ER. This distinction should be further studied to see if the relationships found in this thesis 

apply for both types of psychiatric professionals.  

Additionally, more work should be done to explore a possibly endogenous relationship 

between the primary reason for visit and the different triage scores. Some primary reasons for 
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visit are inherently more severe (e.g. a suicide attempt). The extent to which broad categories of 

primary reasons for visit are correlated with certain triage scores, though, should be further 

explored. If being a psychiatric patient is highly correlated with having lower triage scores, for 

example, the process of regression analysis must be altered to take into account the extent to 

which patient type depends on triage score. While time constraints limited our ability to explore 

this potential pitfall, an ordered logit regression over triage score was run to give an idea of the 

extent of this issue. Possible instrumental variables taken from the NHAMCS (pulse, respiratory 

rate, pain scale, and whether the patient arrived by ambulance) were included alongside 

PSYCHPAT (CDC NHAMCS Metadata, 2011-2016). The ordered logit was only run over the 

2011-2016 data due to time constraints on gathering the instrumental variable data. The ordered 

logit yielded an odds ratio of .199. This means, when a patient is psychiatric, the odds of that 

patient being Emergent versus the combined other triage categories are .199 times lower, given 

that all of the other variables in the model are held constant (“Ordered Logistic Regression,” 

n.d.). This coefficient is far from 1, which means being a psychiatric patient is having a pretty 

economically significant effect on triage score. This endogeneity makes the interpretations of our 

coefficients less trustworthy. To deal with this, future research should use instrumental variables 

to adjust for this relationship. 

Conclusion 

Emergency room efficiency and thoroughness for psychiatric patients is something that 

should be further researched. While the ideal long-term solution is to increase resource 

availability and accessibility for people struggling with psychological illness and psychiatric 

complaints, the short-term fact is that the number of psychiatric patients visiting U.S. ERs is 

rising (Weiss et al., 2016). This thesis shows that simply seeing psychiatric professionals is 
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actually harmful to the efficiency of emergency room functioning and has mixed effects on 

thoroughness of care. Further research should be conducted on the different effects having 

psychiatric professionals stationed in the ER has versus calling psychiatric professionals into the 

ER from elsewhere. An increase in studies using nationally representative data would also be a 

positive for the literature on this topic. For the sake of keeping ERs functional and those 

struggling with mental illness safe and supported, the problem of ER inefficiency needs to be 

mediated. If seeing psychiatric professionals in the ER is not an effective solution, research 

should continue in hopes of finding one. 
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Data Appendix 
 

Dependent Variables 

WAITTIME: “Waiting time to first provider…contact”, (CDC NHAMCS Metadata, 2016, p. 

39). 

Unit of Observation: Minutes 

Available for Years: 1997-2000 and 2003-2016. 

Taken from NHAMCS datasets: OriginalData/ed`yr’.dta (yr == 97:00 & 11:16) and 

OriginalData/TextFiles/ED’`yr’.txt (yr=2003:2010). 

NHAMCS Variables Used: WAITTIME 

Total Valid Values: 422,177  Total Missing Values: 178,299 

Summary Statistics 

Mean: 49.54   Standard Deviation: 73.47 

Minimum: 0 25th Percentile: 12 Median: 27 75th Percentile: 59 Maximum: 1440 

Histogram: 
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LOV: “Length of Visit”, arrival to discharge (CDC NHAMCS Metadata, 2016, p. 39). 

Unit of Observation: Minutes 

Available for Years: 2001-2015. 

Taken from NHAMCS datasets: OriginalData/ed`yr’.dta (yr ==01 & 11:15), 

OriginalData/TextFiles/ED02, and OriginalData/TextFiles/ED’`yr’.txt (yr=2003:2010). 

NHAMCS Variables Used: LOV 

Total Valid Values: 452,328  Total Missing Values: 148,148 

Summary Statistics 

Mean: 209.95   Standard Deviation: 205.64 

Minimum: 0 25th Percentile: 84 Median: 147 75th Percentile: 247 Maximum: 5760 

Histogram: 
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BOARDED: “Length of time boarded in ED in minutes”, time from bed request in ward/other 

facility to ER departure (CDC NHAMCS Metadata, 2015, p. 61) 

Unit of Observation: Minutes 

Available for Years: 2009-2011 and 2013-2015 

Taken from NHAMCS datasets: OriginalData/ed`yr’.dta (yr == 11 and 13:15) and 

OriginalData/TextFiles/ED’`yr’.txt (yr=2009:2011). 

NHAMCS Variables Used: BOARDED 

Total Valid Values: 13,241  Total Missing Values: 587,235 

Summary Statistics 

Mean: 132.08   Standard Deviation: 250.06 

Minimum: 0 25th Percentile: 32 Median: 73 75th Percentile: 142 Maximum: 4285 

Histogram: 
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REFERRAL: Was patient referred to outside resources, i.e. another medical professional or a 

community resource 

Unit of Observation: Binary variable (Yes=1, No=0). 

Available for Years: 1997-2016 

Taken from NHAMCS datasets: OriginalData/ed`yr’.dta (yr ==97:01 & 11:16), 

OriginalData/TextFiles/ED02, and OriginalData/TextFiles/ED’`yr’.txt (yr=2003:2010). 

NHAMCS Variables Used: REFOTHPH, REFSOCS, REFOTHMD, REFALCDR, RETTXSUP, 

RETREF, RETREFFU, OUTTRIAG 

Total Valid Values: 600,476  Total Missing Values: 0 

Frequency Table:  

REFERRAL Freq. Percent 

0 236,329 39.36 

1 364,147 60.64 

Total 600,476 100 

 

Bar Chart: 
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Independent Variables 

YEAR: “Survey year” (CDC NHAMCS Metadata, 2016, p. 104). 

Unit of Observation: Years 

Available for Years: 1997-2016 

Taken from NHAMCS datasets: OriginalData/ed`yr’.dta (yr ==97:01 & 11:16), 

OriginalData/TextFiles/ED02, and OriginalData/TextFiles/ED’`yr’.txt (yr=2003:2010). 

NHAMCS Variables Used: YEAR 

Total Valid Values: 600,476  Total Missing Values: 0 

Frequency Table: 

YEAR Freq. Percent Cum. 

1997 22,209 3.7 3.7 

1998 24,175 4.03 7.72 

1999 21,103 3.51 11.24 

2000 25,622 4.27 15.51 

2001 34,546 5.75 21.26 

2002 37,337 6.22 27.48 

2003 40,253 6.7 34.18 

2004 36,589 6.09 40.27 

2005 33,605 5.6 45.87 

2006 35,849 5.97 51.84 

2007 35,490 5.91 57.75 

2008 34,134 5.68 63.44 

2009 34,942 5.82 69.25 

2010 34,936 5.82 75.07 

2011 31,084 5.18 80.25 

2012 29,453 4.9 85.15 

2013 24,777 4.13 89.28 

2014 23,844 3.97 93.25 

2015 21,061 3.51 96.76 

2016 19,467 3.24 100 

Total 600,476 100   
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Bar Chart: 
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SEX: Patient’s sex (CDC NHAMCS Metadata, 2016). 

Unit of Observation: Categorical variable (Female=1, Male=2). 

Available for Years: 1997-2016 

Taken from NHAMCS datasets: OriginalData/ed`yr’.dta (yr ==97:01 & 11:16), 

OriginalData/TextFiles/ED02, and OriginalData/TextFiles/ED’`yr’.txt (yr=2003:2010). 

NHAMCS Variables Used: SEX 

SEX is recoded into a binary variable: FEMALE (=1). 

Total Valid Values: 600,476  Total Missing Values: 0 

Frequency Table:  

SEX Freq. Percent 

Female 323,046 53.8 

Male 277,430 46.2 

Total 600,476 100 

 

Bar Chart: 
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AGE: Age of patient (CDC NHAMCS Metadata, 2016). 

Unit of Observation: Years 

Available for Years: 1997-2016 

Taken from NHAMCS datasets: OriginalData/ed`yr’.dta (yr ==97:01 & 11:16), 

OriginalData/TextFiles/ED02, and OriginalData/TextFiles/ED’`yr’.txt (yr=2003:2010). 

NHAMCS Variables Used: AGE 

Total Valid Values: 600,476  Total Missing Values: 0 

Summary Statistics 

Mean: 36.55993   Standard Deviation: 23.99076 

Minimum: 0 25th Percentile: 19 Median: 34 75th Percentile: 53 Maximum: 100 

Histogram: 
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RECAT: Patient’s race and ethnicity (CDC NHAMCS Metadata, 2016). 

Unit of Observation: Categorical variable (Non-Hispanic white=1, Non-Hispanic black=2, 

Hispanic or Latino/a=3, Asian=4, Multiracial or other=5). 

Available for Years: 1997-2016 

Taken from NHAMCS datasets: OriginalData/ed`yr’.dta (yr ==97:01 & 11:16), 

OriginalData/TextFiles/ED02, and OriginalData/TextFiles/ED’`yr’.txt (yr=2003:2010). 

NHAMCS Variables Used: RACE, ETHNIC, RACERETH 

Total Valid Values: 600,476  Total Missing Values: 0 

RECAT is coded into five binary variables: WHITE (=1), BLACK (=2), HISPLAT (=3), ASIAN 

(=4) and OMRACE (=5). 

Frequency Table: 

RECAT Freq. Percent 

1 339,010 56.46 

2 124,843 20.79 

3 83,307 13.87 

4 18,569 3.09 

5 34,747 5.79 

Total 600,476 100 

 

Bar Chart: 
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PTYPE: Patient’s “expected source of payment for this visit” (CDC NHAMCS Metadata, 2016, 

p. 42). 

Unit of Observation: Categorical variable (Private Insurance=1, Public Insurance=2, No 

Insurance/Self Pay=3, Other source of payment=4). 

Available for Years: 1997-2016 

Taken from NHAMCS datasets: OriginalData/ed`yr’.dta (yr ==97:01 & 11:16), 

OriginalData/TextFiles/ED02, and OriginalData/TextFiles/ED’`yr’.txt (yr=2003:2010). 

NHAMCS Variables Used: PAYTYPE, PAYPRIV, PAYMCARE, PAYMCAID, PAYSELF 

Total Valid Values: 581,749  Total Missing Values: 18,727 

RECAT is coded into five binary variables: PRIVATEINS (=1), PUBLICINS (=2), NOINS (=3), 

and OTHERPAY (=4). 

Frequency Table: 

PTYPE Freq. Percent 

1 194,733 33.47 

2 241,380 41.49 

3 92,828 15.96 

4 52,808 9.08 

Total 581,749 100 

 

Bar Chart: 
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TRIAGE: “Immediacy with which patient should be seen” (CDC NHAMCS Metadata, 2016, p. 

43). 

Unit of Observation: Categorical variable (Emergent/patient should be seen in under 15 

minutes=1, Urgent/patient should be seen in 15-60 minutes=2, Semi-Urgent/patient should be 

seen in 1-2 hours=3, Nonurgent/patient should be seen in under 24 hours=4). 

Available for Years: 1997-2016 

Taken from NHAMCS datasets: OriginalData/ed`yr’.dta (yr ==97:01 & 11:16), 

OriginalData/TextFiles/ED02, and OriginalData/TextFiles/ED’`yr’.txt (yr=2003:2010). 

NHAMCS Variables Used: URGENT, IMMED, IMMEDR 

Total Valid Values: 298,869  Total Missing Values: 301,607 

TRIAGE is coded into four binary variables: EMERGENT (=1), URGENT (=2), 

SEMIURGENT (=3), and NONURGENT (=4). 

Frequency Table: 

TRIAGE Freq. Percent Cum. 

1 18,792 6.29 6.29 

2 90,343 30.23 36.52 

3 136,829 45.78 82.3 

4 52,905 17.7 100 

Total 298,869 100   

 

Bar Chart: 
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WEEKEND: Did the visit occur over the weekend (Saturday or Sunday)?  

Unit of Observation: Binary variable (Yes=1, No=0). 

Available for Years: 1997-2016 

Taken from NHAMCS datasets: OriginalData/ed`yr’.dta (yr ==97:01 & 11:16), 

OriginalData/TextFiles/ED02, and OriginalData/TextFiles/ED’`yr’.txt (yr=2003:2010). 

NHAMCS Variables Used: VDAYR 

Total Valid Values: 600,476  Total Missing Values: 0 

Frequency Table: 

WEEKEND Freq. Percent 

0 427,890 71.26 

1 172,586 28.74 

Total 600,476 100 

Bar Chart: 
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ADMITHOS: Was patient admitted to the hospital? (CDC NHAMCS Metadata, 2016). 

Unit of Observation: Binary variable (Yes=1, No=0). 

Available for Years: 1997-2016 

Taken from NHAMCS datasets: OriginalData/ed`yr’.dta (yr ==97:01 & 11:16), 

OriginalData/TextFiles/ED02, and OriginalData/TextFiles/ED’`yr’.txt (yr=2003:2010). 

NHAMCS Variables Used: ADMITHOS 

Total Valid Values: 600,476  Total Missing Values: 0 

Frequency Table: 

ADMITHOS Freq. Percent 

0 525,944 87.59 

1 74,532 12.41 

Total 600,476 100 

 

Bar Chart: 
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PSYCHPAT: Is the patient’s primary reason for visiting the ER psychiatric/mental health 

related? 

Unit of Observation: Binary variable (Yes=1, No=0). 

Available for Years: 1997-2016 

Taken from NHAMCS datasets: OriginalData/ed`yr’.dta (yr ==97:01 & 11:16), 

OriginalData/TextFiles/ED02, and OriginalData/TextFiles/ED’`yr’.txt (yr=2003:2010). 

NHAMCS Variables Used: RFV1 

Total Valid Values: 597,373  Total Missing Values: 3,103 

Frequency Table: 

PSYCHPAT Freq. Percent 

0 571,344 95.64 

1 26,029 4.36 

Total 597,373 100 

 

Bar Chart: 
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PSYCHCAT: What broad category does the psychiatric patient’s primary reason for visit fit 

under? 

Unit of Observation: Categorical variable (Mood/Anxiety Disorders=1, Substance Abuse=2, 

Suicide=3, Behavioral Disturbance/Psychosis=4, Other=5). 

Available for Years: 1997-2016 

Taken from NHAMCS datasets: OriginalData/ed`yr’.dta (yr ==97:01 & 11:16), 

OriginalData/TextFiles/ED02, and OriginalData/TextFiles/ED’`yr’.txt (yr=2003:2010). 

NHAMCS Variables Used: RFV1 

Total Valid Values: 26,029  Total Missing Values:  574,447 

PSYCHCAT is coded into four binary variables: MOODANX (=1), SUBSTANCE (=2), 

SUICIDE (=3), BDPSYCHOSIS (=4), and OTHERPSYCH (=5) 

Frequency Table: 

PSYCHCAT Freq. Percent 

1 6,060 23.28 

2 5,950 22.86 

3 1,210 4.65 

4 3,140 12.06 

5 9,669 37.15 

Total 26,029 100 

 

Bar Chart: 
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PSYCHPROF: Was the patient seen by a psychiatric/mental health professional, as indicated by 

thesis code? 

Unit of Observation: Binary variable (Yes=1, No=0). 

Available for Years: 1997-2016 

Taken from NHAMCS datasets: OriginalData/ed`yr’.dta (yr ==97:01 & 11:16), 

OriginalData/TextFiles/ED02, and OriginalData/TextFiles/ED’`yr’.txt (yr=2003:2010). 

NHAMCS Variables Used: OTHERPRV, OTHPROV, MHP, MHPROV, RFV1 

Total Valid Values: 600,476  Total Missing Values: 0 

Frequency Table: 

PSYCHPROF Freq. Percent 

0 584,599 97.36 

1 15,877 2.64 

Total 600,476 100 

 

Bar Chart: 
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MHPROF: Was the patient seen, specifically, by a mental health professional, as indicated by 

NHAMCS code? (CDC NHAMCS Metadata, 2016). 

Unit of Observation: Binary variable (Yes=1, No=0). 

Available for Years: 2009-2016 

Taken from NHAMCS datasets: OriginalData/TextFiles/ED’`yr’.txt (yr=2009:2010) and 

OriginalData/ed`yr’.dta (yr ==11:16). 

NHAMCS Variables Used: MHP, MHPROV 

Total Valid Values: 219,564  Total Missing Values: 380,912 

Frequency Table: 

MHPROF Freq. Percent 

0 215,027 97.93 

1 4,537 2.07 

Total 219,564 100 

 

Bar Chart: 
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Figures 

Figure 1: WAITTIME histogram 

 

 

Figure 2: ln(WAITTIME+.01) histogram / logWAIT histogram 
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Figure 3: LOV histogram 

 

 

Figure 4: ln(LOV+.01) histogram / logLOV histogram 
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Figure 5: BOARDED histogram 

 

 

Figure 6: ln(BOARDING+.01) histogram / logBOARD histogram 
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Tables 

Table 1: Number & Proportion of Psychiatric Patients to Non-Psychiatric Patients by Year 

                                                            

     2016           19,437            1044         .053712

     2015           21,006            1137        .0541274

     2014           23,817            1127        .0473191

     2013           24,726            1118        .0452156

     2012           29,348            1500        .0511108

     2011           30,998            1528        .0492935

     2010           34,834            1566        .0449561

     2009           34,801            1560        .0448263

     2008           33,954            1589        .0467986

     2007           35,270            1614        .0457613

     2006           35,621            1639        .0460122

     2005           33,209            1375        .0414044

     2004           36,345            1516        .0417114

     2003           40,103            1584        .0394983

     2002           37,168            1439        .0387161

     2001           34,348            1335        .0388669

     2000           25,491             865        .0339335

     1999           20,960             681        .0324905

     1998           24,002            1032        .0429964

     1997           21,935             780        .0355596

                                                          

year           N(PSYCHPAT)   sum(PSYCHPAT)  mean(PSYCHPAT)

Survey     
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Table 2: Original Data Variables and Years Available (CDC NHAMCS Metadata, 1997-2016) 

Variable Years Available Notes 

YEAR 1997-2016   

WAITTIME 1997-2000, 2003-2016   

LOV 2001-2015   

VDAYR 1997-2016  

AGE 1997-2016   

SEX 1997-2016   

ETHNIC 1997-2006   

RACE 1997-2006   

RACERETH 2005-2016   

PAYTYPE 1997-2007   

PAYPRIV 2005-2016   

PAYMCARE 2005-2016   

PAYMCAID 2005-2016   

PAYSELF 2005-2016   

URGENT 1997-2000   

IMMED 2001-2008 Coding changed from 2005-2008 

IMMEDR 2009-2016   

RFV1 1997-2016   

OTHERPRV 1997-2000   

OTHPROV 2001-2007   

MHP 2009-2011   

MHPROV 2012-2016   

REFOTHPH 1997-2000   

REFSOCS 1997-2000, 2005-2008   

REFOTHMD 2001-2004   

REFALCDR 2001-2004   

RETTXSUP 2001-2004   

RETREF 2002-2004   

RETREFFU 2005-2016   

RFTTRANS 2005-2008   

OUTTRIAG 2002-2004   

ADMITHOS 1997-2016   

BOARDED 2009-2011, 2013-2015   

HOSPCODE 1997-2016   
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Table 3: Means of Dependent Variables by Patient Type 

 

 

Table 4: Means of Dependent Variables by Psychiatric Professional Contact 

 

 

Table 5: logWAIT Regression A 

 

   

                                                                          

        1    60.6752413339       385.53788   137.436041083        .4451189

        0    49.0189048111     202.0824776   131.669822193        .6156239

                                                                          

 PSYCHPAT   mean(WAITTIME)       mean(LOV)   mean(BOARDED)  mean(REFERRAL)

                                                                          

                                                                          

        1    60.6802259887     484.1357493   141.027713626        .4626819

        0    49.2298890599     205.8432676   131.774906309        .6103346

                                                                          

PSYCHPROF   mean(WAITTIME)       mean(LOV)   mean(BOARDED)  mean(REFERRAL)

                                                                          

       _cons      3.19367   .0095467   334.53   0.000     3.174959    3.212381

     PATPROF     .3417595   .0444431     7.69   0.000     .2546523    .4288667

   PSYCHPROF    -.1768472   .0331165    -5.34   0.000    -.2417546   -.1119399

    PSYCHPAT    -.0704034   .0172999    -4.07   0.000    -.1043107   -.0364961

    ADMITHOS    -.2866552   .0098769   -29.02   0.000    -.3060137   -.2672967

   NONURGENT     .1976239   .0096713    20.43   0.000     .1786684    .2165794

      URGENT     .2132488   .0134657    15.84   0.000     .1868564    .2396411

    EMERGENT    -.9364787   .0144325   -64.89   0.000    -.9647659   -.9081914

       NOINS     .0147651   .0101913     1.45   0.147    -.0052095    .0347397

   PUBLICINS     .0085154   .0084086     1.01   0.311    -.0079652    .0249961

  PRIVATEINS    -.0073751   .0084278    -0.88   0.382    -.0238934    .0091432

      OMRACE     .0109006   .0248515     0.44   0.661    -.0378075    .0596087

       ASIAN     .0026253   .0159208     0.16   0.869     -.028579    .0338296

     HISPLAT     .0608068   .0085115     7.14   0.000     .0441245    .0774891

       BLACK     .0385292   .0073119     5.27   0.000     .0241981    .0528603

         AGE     -.001327   .0001245   -10.66   0.000     -.001571   -.0010829

     WEEKEND    -.0561074   .0055396   -10.13   0.000    -.0669649   -.0452499

      FEMALE     .0755727   .0051045    14.81   0.000      .065568    .0855774

                                                                              

     logWAIT        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                                Root MSE          =     1.5095

                                                Adj R-squared     =     0.3203

                                                R-squared         =     0.3305

                                                Prob > F          =     0.0000

                                                F(17, 359197)     =     567.59

Linear regression, absorbing indicators         Number of obs     =    364,705
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Table 6: logWAIT Regression B 

 

  

                                                                              

       _cons     3.195028   .0095456   334.71   0.000     3.176319    3.213737

      OPPROF     .3339578   .0576422     5.79   0.000     .2209807    .4469348

     BDPPROF     .3004877   .0859352     3.50   0.000     .1320572    .4689182

    SUICPROF      .468163   .1712958     2.73   0.006     .1324282    .8038978

     SUBPROF     .3430388   .0823881     4.16   0.000     .1815606     .504517

      MAPROF     .2867874   .0652619     4.39   0.000      .158876    .4146988

   PSYCHPROF    -.1766171   .0331077    -5.33   0.000    -.2415072    -.111727

  OTHERPSYCH     .0009844   .0276458     0.04   0.972    -.0532006    .0551694

 BDPSYCHOSIS    -.0116828   .0528948    -0.22   0.825    -.1153551    .0919896

     SUICIDE    -.6106307   .1031546    -5.92   0.000    -.8128107   -.4084507

   SUBSTANCE    -.2180612   .0349476    -6.24   0.000    -.2865574   -.1495649

     MOODANX     .0534753   .0300756     1.78   0.075     -.005472    .1124227

    ADMITHOS    -.2859325   .0098785   -28.95   0.000     -.305294    -.266571

   NONURGENT     .1971646   .0096715    20.39   0.000     .1782087    .2161206

      URGENT     .2130172   .0134597    15.83   0.000     .1866365    .2393979

    EMERGENT    -.9340649   .0144285   -64.74   0.000    -.9623443   -.9057855

       NOINS     .0154036   .0101875     1.51   0.131    -.0045635    .0353707

   PUBLICINS     .0071112   .0084091     0.85   0.398    -.0093703    .0235928

  PRIVATEINS    -.0078983   .0084265    -0.94   0.349     -.024414    .0086173

      OMRACE     .0111612   .0248617     0.45   0.653     -.037567    .0598893

       ASIAN     .0024354   .0159236     0.15   0.878    -.0287745    .0336452

     HISPLAT     .0605887   .0085098     7.12   0.000     .0439097    .0772678

       BLACK     .0379067   .0073109     5.18   0.000     .0235775    .0522358

         AGE    -.0013502   .0001245   -10.84   0.000    -.0015942   -.0011062

     WEEKEND    -.0556481    .005539   -10.05   0.000    -.0665044   -.0447918

      FEMALE     .0752759    .005106    14.74   0.000     .0652682    .0852835

                                                                              

     logWAIT        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                                Root MSE          =     1.5092

                                                Adj R-squared     =     0.3205

                                                R-squared         =     0.3308

                                                Prob > F          =     0.0000

                                                F(25, 359189)     =     388.22

Linear regression, absorbing indicators         Number of obs     =    364,705
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Table 7: logWAIT Regression A, Robustness Check Model 

 

  

                                                                              

       _cons     3.052019    .013375   228.19   0.000     3.025804    3.078234

    PATPROFr     .3740232   .0660492     5.66   0.000     .2445681    .5034783

      MHPROF    -.1569581   .0514637    -3.05   0.002    -.2578258   -.0560903

    PSYCHPAT    -.1186175   .0241348    -4.91   0.000    -.1659212   -.0713138

    ADMITHOS    -.3143219   .0149908   -20.97   0.000    -.3437034   -.2849403

   NONURGENT    -.0021512    .015164    -0.14   0.887    -.0318724      .02757

      URGENT     .7291112   .0609381    11.96   0.000     .6096738    .8485485

    EMERGENT    -1.105074   .0599481   -18.43   0.000    -1.222571   -.9875767

       NOINS     .0119971   .0146513     0.82   0.413    -.0167191    .0407133

   PUBLICINS     -.004895   .0114597    -0.43   0.669    -.0273558    .0175657

  PRIVATEINS    -.0266327    .011567    -2.30   0.021    -.0493037   -.0039617

      OMRACE            0  (omitted)

       ASIAN     .0117071   .0225867     0.52   0.604    -.0325624    .0559765

     HISPLAT     .0629799   .0124983     5.04   0.000     .0384836    .0874763

       BLACK     .0313049   .0107516     2.91   0.004      .010232    .0523777

         AGE    -.0012801   .0001851    -6.91   0.000     -.001643   -.0009172

     WEEKEND    -.0592362   .0081835    -7.24   0.000    -.0752757   -.0431967

      FEMALE     .0781074   .0075921    10.29   0.000      .063227    .0929877

                                                                              

     logWAIT        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                                Root MSE          =     1.5007

                                                Adj R-squared     =     0.3860

                                                R-squared         =     0.3940

                                                Prob > F          =     0.0000

                                                F(16, 161466)     =     135.37

Linear regression, absorbing indicators         Number of obs     =    163,621
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Table 8: logWAIT Regression B, Robustness Check Model 

 

  

                                                                              

       _cons      3.05318   .0133761   228.26   0.000     3.026963    3.079397

     OPPROFr     .4068032   .0838818     4.85   0.000     .2423967    .5712097

    BDPPROFr     .2517495   .1230473     2.05   0.041     .0105795    .4929195

   SUICPROFr     .7898764    .232283     3.40   0.001     .3346068    1.245146

    SUBPROFr     .3429369    .120717     2.84   0.005     .1063342    .5795395

     MAPROFr     .2534981   .1001124     2.53   0.011       .05728    .4497163

      MHPROF    -.1565891   .0514774    -3.04   0.002    -.2574838   -.0556944

  OTHERPSYCH    -.1031157   .0382057    -2.70   0.007     -.177998   -.0282333

 BDPSYCHOSIS     -.002592    .079045    -0.03   0.974    -.1575186    .1523345

     SUICIDE    -.7238406     .15919    -4.55   0.000     -1.03585   -.4118316

   SUBSTANCE     -.215171   .0441831    -4.87   0.000    -.3017689   -.1285731

     MOODANX     .0380582   .0464741     0.82   0.413    -.0530301    .1291465

    ADMITHOS    -.3130682   .0149977   -20.87   0.000    -.3424635    -.283673

   NONURGENT    -.0025291   .0151634    -0.17   0.868    -.0322491    .0271909

      URGENT     .7294282   .0608929    11.98   0.000     .6100794    .8487769

    EMERGENT     -1.10247   .0599061   -18.40   0.000    -1.219885   -.9850558

       NOINS     .0121663   .0146435     0.83   0.406    -.0165347    .0408673

   PUBLICINS    -.0060166   .0114598    -0.53   0.600    -.0284775    .0164443

  PRIVATEINS    -.0273935   .0115645    -2.37   0.018    -.0500597   -.0047273

      OMRACE            0  (omitted)

       ASIAN     .0123921   .0225926     0.55   0.583     -.031889    .0566731

     HISPLAT     .0624313   .0124955     5.00   0.000     .0379403    .0869223

       BLACK      .030684   .0107497     2.85   0.004     .0096148    .0517532

         AGE    -.0012957   .0001852    -7.00   0.000    -.0016588   -.0009327

     WEEKEND    -.0589347   .0081833    -7.20   0.000    -.0749738   -.0428956

      FEMALE     .0778171   .0075953    10.25   0.000     .0629305    .0927036

                                                                              

     logWAIT        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                                Root MSE          =     1.5004

                                                Adj R-squared     =     0.3861

                                                R-squared         =     0.3943

                                                Prob > F          =     0.0000

                                                F(24, 161458)     =      91.36

Linear regression, absorbing indicators         Number of obs     =    163,621
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Table 9: logLOV Regression A 

 

  

                                                                              

       _cons     4.680444   .0043063  1086.89   0.000     4.672004    4.688884

     PATPROF    -.1033719   .0295399    -3.50   0.000    -.1612693   -.0454745

   PSYCHPROF     .4087462   .0251797    16.23   0.000     .3593947    .4580977

    PSYCHPAT     .2724666   .0081759    33.33   0.000      .256442    .2884912

    ADMITHOS     .4378633   .0043561   100.52   0.000     .4293256    .4464011

   NONURGENT    -.2805383   .0046271   -60.63   0.000    -.2896073   -.2714694

      URGENT     .2796401   .0222885    12.55   0.000     .2359553    .3233249

    EMERGENT    -.1983395   .0220817    -8.98   0.000     -.241619   -.1550601

       NOINS     .0221979   .0046783     4.74   0.000     .0130286    .0313672

   PUBLICINS     .0215776   .0038219     5.65   0.000     .0140867    .0290684

  PRIVATEINS     .0218675   .0037679     5.80   0.000     .0144825    .0292525

      OMRACE    -.0195735    .011347    -1.72   0.085    -.0418132    .0026662

       ASIAN    -.0052143   .0076387    -0.68   0.495    -.0201859    .0097574

     HISPLAT     .0236249   .0041646     5.67   0.000     .0154624    .0317874

       BLACK     .0004513   .0035218     0.13   0.898    -.0064513    .0073539

         AGE      .005587   .0000554   100.78   0.000     .0054783    .0056956

     WEEKEND     -.045587   .0025444   -17.92   0.000     -.050574      -.0406

      FEMALE     .0670687   .0023415    28.64   0.000     .0624794     .071658

                                                                              

      logLOV        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                                Root MSE          =     .71872

                                                Adj R-squared     =     0.2730

                                                R-squared         =     0.2820

                                                Prob > F          =     0.0000

                                                F(17, 386430)     =    2752.53

Linear regression, absorbing indicators         Number of obs     =    391,235
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Table 10: logLOV Regression B 

 

  

                                                                              

       _cons     4.680002   .0043054  1087.00   0.000     4.671563     4.68844

      OPPROF    -.1119135   .0349592    -3.20   0.001    -.1804326   -.0433944

     BDPPROF    -.1685561   .0497291    -3.39   0.001    -.2660236   -.0710885

    SUICPROF    -.0792542   .0739304    -1.07   0.284    -.2241555    .0656471

     SUBPROF    -.0868694   .0428266    -2.03   0.043    -.1708082   -.0029305

      MAPROF    -.0650018   .0397441    -1.64   0.102     -.142899    .0128954

   PSYCHPROF     .4082665    .025187    16.21   0.000     .3589008    .4576322

  OTHERPSYCH     .2911518   .0129461    22.49   0.000     .2657779    .3165256

 BDPSYCHOSIS     .3696021   .0254891    14.50   0.000     .3196443    .4195599

     SUICIDE     .3948692   .0391366    10.09   0.000     .3181627    .4715757

   SUBSTANCE     .3655208   .0162309    22.52   0.000     .3337087    .3973329

     MOODANX     .0841137   .0160391     5.24   0.000     .0526776    .1155498

    ADMITHOS     .4367371    .004358   100.21   0.000     .4281955    .4452787

   NONURGENT    -.2801911   .0046251   -60.58   0.000    -.2892562    -.271126

      URGENT     .2799843   .0222906    12.56   0.000     .2362955    .3236731

    EMERGENT     -.200016   .0220847    -9.06   0.000    -.2433014   -.1567306

       NOINS     .0218342   .0046767     4.67   0.000      .012668    .0310004

   PUBLICINS     .0218322   .0038208     5.71   0.000     .0143435    .0293208

  PRIVATEINS     .0223044   .0037663     5.92   0.000     .0149225    .0296862

      OMRACE    -.0192995   .0113478    -1.70   0.089    -.0415409    .0029419

       ASIAN    -.0051814   .0076325    -0.68   0.497    -.0201409     .009778

     HISPLAT     .0238269   .0041618     5.73   0.000     .0156698    .0319839

       BLACK     .0004496   .0035204     0.13   0.898    -.0064503    .0073495

         AGE     .0055875   .0000554   100.80   0.000     .0054789    .0056962

     WEEKEND    -.0458656   .0025436   -18.03   0.000     -.050851   -.0408801

      FEMALE     .0680484   .0023408    29.07   0.000     .0634604    .0726363

                                                                              

      logLOV        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                                Root MSE          =      .7184

                                                Adj R-squared     =     0.2737

                                                R-squared         =     0.2826

                                                Prob > F          =     0.0000

                                                F(25, 386422)     =    1879.70

Linear regression, absorbing indicators         Number of obs     =    391,235
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Table 11: logLOV Regression A, Robustness Check Model 

 

  

                                                                              

       _cons     4.727116   .0061655   766.71   0.000     4.715032    4.739201

    PATPROFr    -.0535194   .0345401    -1.55   0.121    -.1212172    .0141784

      MHPROF      .409544   .0252039    16.25   0.000     .3601449    .4589432

    PSYCHPAT     .2936188   .0120181    24.43   0.000     .2700635    .3171741

    ADMITHOS     .3963536   .0068702    57.69   0.000     .3828881    .4098191

   NONURGENT    -.3723704   .0077729   -47.91   0.000    -.3876051   -.3571357

      URGENT     .3184178   .0225828    14.10   0.000      .274156    .3626795

    EMERGENT    -.1921562   .0220624    -8.71   0.000    -.2353981   -.1489143

       NOINS     .0051032   .0070008     0.73   0.466    -.0086182    .0188245

   PUBLICINS     .0119123   .0053386     2.23   0.026     .0014488    .0223758

  PRIVATEINS     .0153754    .005279     2.91   0.004     .0050287     .025722

      OMRACE            0  (omitted)

       ASIAN    -.0070743   .0103836    -0.68   0.496    -.0274259    .0132772

     HISPLAT     .0172361    .006158     2.80   0.005     .0051665    .0293057

       BLACK    -.0055815   .0053528    -1.04   0.297     -.016073    .0049099

         AGE     .0057282   .0000853    67.17   0.000     .0055611    .0058953

     WEEKEND    -.0504588   .0039236   -12.86   0.000    -.0581491   -.0427686

      FEMALE      .065347   .0035944    18.18   0.000     .0583021    .0723919

                                                                              

      logLOV        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                                Root MSE          =     .71489

                                                Adj R-squared     =     0.2722

                                                R-squared         =     0.2811

                                                Prob > F          =     0.0000

                                                F(16, 162178)     =    1317.32

Linear regression, absorbing indicators         Number of obs     =    164,185
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Table 12: logLOV Regression B, Robustness Check Model 

 

 

  

                                                                              

       _cons      4.72667   .0061641   766.81   0.000     4.714588    4.738751

     OPPROFr    -.0363966   .0441659    -0.82   0.410    -.1229608    .0501675

    BDPPROFr    -.2221342   .0693821    -3.20   0.001    -.3581217   -.0861467

   SUICPROFr     .0995068   .1028822     0.97   0.333    -.1021401    .3011538

    SUBPROFr     .0440895   .0602391     0.73   0.464     -.073978    .1621569

     MAPROFr    -.0580302   .0550325    -1.05   0.292    -.1658928    .0498323

      MHPROF     .4081441   .0252124    16.19   0.000     .3587283    .4575599

  OTHERPSYCH     .3025377   .0186379    16.23   0.000     .2660078    .3390677

 BDPSYCHOSIS     .4568604   .0377709    12.10   0.000     .3828302    .5308906

     SUICIDE     .3489913   .0588792     5.93   0.000     .2335893    .4643933

   SUBSTANCE     .3875907   .0226641    17.10   0.000     .3431696    .4320118

     MOODANX     .0729995   .0263736     2.77   0.006     .0213079    .1246912

    ADMITHOS     .3955883   .0068725    57.56   0.000     .3821183    .4090582

   NONURGENT    -.3721589   .0077673   -47.91   0.000    -.3873827   -.3569351

      URGENT     .3183576    .022579    14.10   0.000     .2741033    .3626119

    EMERGENT    -.1939288   .0220629    -8.79   0.000    -.2371716    -.150686

       NOINS     .0046657   .0069963     0.67   0.505    -.0090468    .0183782

   PUBLICINS     .0119394   .0053361     2.24   0.025     .0014808     .022398

  PRIVATEINS     .0159217    .005276     3.02   0.003     .0055809    .0262625

      OMRACE            0  (omitted)

       ASIAN    -.0068797    .010376    -0.66   0.507    -.0272165     .013457

     HISPLAT     .0176354   .0061526     2.87   0.004     .0055764    .0296945

       BLACK    -.0055697   .0053494    -1.04   0.298    -.0160544     .004915

         AGE     .0057262   .0000853    67.14   0.000     .0055591    .0058934

     WEEKEND    -.0507628   .0039213   -12.95   0.000    -.0584485   -.0430771

      FEMALE     .0665463   .0035929    18.52   0.000     .0595044    .0735883

                                                                              

      logLOV        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                                Root MSE          =      .7144

                                                Adj R-squared     =     0.2732

                                                R-squared         =     0.2822

                                                Prob > F          =     0.0000

                                                F(24, 162170)     =     886.65

Linear regression, absorbing indicators         Number of obs     =    164,185
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Table 13: logBOARD Regression A 

 

  

                                                                              

       _cons     3.585624   .0637394    56.25   0.000     3.460683    3.710564

     PATPROF    -.0457406   .2203774    -0.21   0.836    -.4777198    .3862385

   PSYCHPROF     .0993214   .1575902     0.63   0.529    -.2095835    .4082264

    PSYCHPAT    -.0829568   .0768103    -1.08   0.280    -.2335188    .0676051

   NONURGENT    -.0511799   .1366724    -0.37   0.708    -.3190822    .2167224

      URGENT     .2548004   .1265044     2.01   0.044     .0068292    .5027716

    EMERGENT    -.3056111   .1248028    -2.45   0.014    -.5502468   -.0609753

       NOINS     .1516501   .0752219     2.02   0.044     .0042019    .2990984

   PUBLICINS     .0198427    .047387     0.42   0.675    -.0730443    .1127297

  PRIVATEINS     .0232593   .0428472     0.54   0.587    -.0607288    .1072474

       ASIAN     .0161231   .0793879     0.20   0.839    -.1394913    .1717375

     HISPLAT    -.1842681    .068953    -2.67   0.008    -.3194283   -.0491079

       BLACK    -.0451904   .0522596    -0.86   0.387    -.1476285    .0572477

         AGE     .0054069   .0008998     6.01   0.000      .003643    .0071707

     WEEKEND    -.0504182   .0380441    -1.33   0.185    -.1249914    .0241549

      FEMALE    -.0358789   .0337665    -1.06   0.288    -.1020673    .0303095

                                                                              

    logBOARD        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                                Root MSE          =     1.7624

                                                Adj R-squared     =     0.3817

                                                R-squared         =     0.4378

                                                Prob > F          =     0.0000

                                                F(15, 11055)      =       4.84

Linear regression, absorbing indicators         Number of obs     =     12,160
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Table 14: logBOARD Regression B 

 

  

                                                                              

       _cons     3.581775   .0641283    55.85   0.000     3.456072    3.707478

      OPPROF    -.0377358   .2742037    -0.14   0.891    -.5752241    .4997525

     BDPPROF    -.7982662    .473299    -1.69   0.092    -1.726017    .1294844

    SUICPROF     .4898963   .7870236     0.62   0.534    -1.052811    2.032603

     SUBPROF      .186272   .4019842     0.46   0.643    -.6016889     .974233

      MAPROF     .0134311   .3447813     0.04   0.969     -.662402    .6892642

   PSYCHPROF     .0969239   .1575581     0.62   0.538    -.2119182    .4057659

  OTHERPSYCH    -.1352505   .0992606    -1.36   0.173     -.329819    .0593181

 BDPSYCHOSIS     .0703403   .2613159     0.27   0.788    -.4418856    .5825662

     SUICIDE     .0079678   .2868957     0.03   0.978    -.5543991    .5703348

   SUBSTANCE    -.1781381   .1988078    -0.90   0.370     -.567837    .2115607

     MOODANX      .238259   .1908742     1.25   0.212    -.1358885    .6124066

   NONURGENT    -.0470582    .136685    -0.34   0.731    -.3149852    .2208687

      URGENT     .2536881   .1266785     2.00   0.045     .0053756    .5020007

    EMERGENT    -.3031355   .1249357    -2.43   0.015    -.5480318   -.0582392

       NOINS      .150218   .0752217     2.00   0.046       .00277    .2976661

   PUBLICINS     .0214133   .0473714     0.45   0.651     -.071443    .1142696

  PRIVATEINS     .0225901   .0427948     0.53   0.598    -.0612955    .1064756

       ASIAN     .0129139   .0794695     0.16   0.871    -.1428604    .1686882

     HISPLAT    -.1868623   .0688844    -2.71   0.007     -.321888   -.0518366

       BLACK    -.0444076   .0520476    -0.85   0.394    -.1464301    .0576149

         AGE     .0054761   .0009069     6.04   0.000     .0036984    .0072539

     WEEKEND    -.0490547   .0380512    -1.29   0.197    -.1236418    .0255324

      FEMALE    -.0380406   .0337617    -1.13   0.260    -.1042196    .0281384

                                                                              

    logBOARD        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                                Root MSE          =     1.7621

                                                Adj R-squared     =     0.3819

                                                R-squared         =     0.4384

                                                Prob > F          =     0.0000

                                                F(23, 11047)      =       3.61

Linear regression, absorbing indicators         Number of obs     =     12,160
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Table 15: logBOARD Regression A, Robustness Check Model 

 

  

                                                                              

       _cons     3.585624   .0637394    56.25   0.000     3.460683    3.710564

    PATPROFr    -.0457406   .2203774    -0.21   0.836    -.4777198    .3862385

      MHPROF     .0993214   .1575902     0.63   0.529    -.2095835    .4082264

    PSYCHPAT    -.0829568   .0768103    -1.08   0.280    -.2335188    .0676051

   NONURGENT    -.0511799   .1366724    -0.37   0.708    -.3190822    .2167224

      URGENT     .2548004   .1265044     2.01   0.044     .0068292    .5027716

    EMERGENT    -.3056111   .1248028    -2.45   0.014    -.5502468   -.0609753

       NOINS     .1516501   .0752219     2.02   0.044     .0042019    .2990984

   PUBLICINS     .0198427    .047387     0.42   0.675    -.0730443    .1127297

  PRIVATEINS     .0232593   .0428472     0.54   0.587    -.0607288    .1072474

       ASIAN     .0161231   .0793879     0.20   0.839    -.1394913    .1717375

     HISPLAT    -.1842681    .068953    -2.67   0.008    -.3194283   -.0491079

       BLACK    -.0451904   .0522596    -0.86   0.387    -.1476285    .0572477

         AGE     .0054069   .0008998     6.01   0.000      .003643    .0071707

     WEEKEND    -.0504182   .0380441    -1.33   0.185    -.1249914    .0241549

      FEMALE    -.0358789   .0337665    -1.06   0.288    -.1020673    .0303095

                                                                              

    logBOARD        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                                Root MSE          =     1.7624

                                                Adj R-squared     =     0.3817

                                                R-squared         =     0.4378

                                                Prob > F          =     0.0000

                                                F(15, 11055)      =       4.84

Linear regression, absorbing indicators         Number of obs     =     12,160
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Table 16: logBOARD Regression B, Robustness Check Model 

 

  

                                                                              

       _cons     3.581775   .0641283    55.85   0.000     3.456072    3.707478

     OPPROFr    -.0377358   .2742037    -0.14   0.891    -.5752241    .4997525

    BDPPROFr    -.7982662    .473299    -1.69   0.092    -1.726017    .1294844

   SUICPROFr     .4898963   .7870236     0.62   0.534    -1.052811    2.032603

    SUBPROFr      .186272   .4019842     0.46   0.643    -.6016889     .974233

     MAPROFr     .0134311   .3447813     0.04   0.969     -.662402    .6892642

      MHPROF     .0969239   .1575581     0.62   0.538    -.2119182    .4057659

  OTHERPSYCH    -.1352505   .0992606    -1.36   0.173     -.329819    .0593181

 BDPSYCHOSIS     .0703403   .2613159     0.27   0.788    -.4418856    .5825662

     SUICIDE     .0079678   .2868957     0.03   0.978    -.5543991    .5703348

   SUBSTANCE    -.1781381   .1988078    -0.90   0.370     -.567837    .2115607

     MOODANX      .238259   .1908742     1.25   0.212    -.1358885    .6124066

   NONURGENT    -.0470582    .136685    -0.34   0.731    -.3149852    .2208687

      URGENT     .2536881   .1266785     2.00   0.045     .0053756    .5020007

    EMERGENT    -.3031355   .1249357    -2.43   0.015    -.5480318   -.0582392

       NOINS      .150218   .0752217     2.00   0.046       .00277    .2976661

   PUBLICINS     .0214133   .0473714     0.45   0.651     -.071443    .1142696

  PRIVATEINS     .0225901   .0427948     0.53   0.598    -.0612955    .1064756

       ASIAN     .0129139   .0794695     0.16   0.871    -.1428604    .1686882

     HISPLAT    -.1868623   .0688844    -2.71   0.007     -.321888   -.0518366

       BLACK    -.0444076   .0520476    -0.85   0.394    -.1464301    .0576149

         AGE     .0054761   .0009069     6.04   0.000     .0036984    .0072539

     WEEKEND    -.0490547   .0380512    -1.29   0.197    -.1236418    .0255324

      FEMALE    -.0380406   .0337617    -1.13   0.260    -.1042196    .0281384

                                                                              

    logBOARD        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                                Root MSE          =     1.7621

                                                Adj R-squared     =     0.3819

                                                R-squared         =     0.4384

                                                Prob > F          =     0.0000

                                                F(23, 11047)      =       3.61

Linear regression, absorbing indicators         Number of obs     =     12,160
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Table 17: REFERRAL Regression A 

 

  

                                                                              

       _cons     1.917432   .0560838    22.26   0.000     1.810602    2.030567

     PATPROF     1.709345   .1634972     5.60   0.000     1.417142      2.0618

   PSYCHPROF     .6495322   .0469021    -5.98   0.000     .5638145    .7482818

    PSYCHPAT     .6388032   .0184827   -15.49   0.000     .6035859    .6760754

    ADMITHOS      .017479   .0010381   -68.14   0.000     .0155584    .0196367

   NONURGENT     .9034995   .0234961    -3.90   0.000      .858602    .9507448

      URGENT     .7470766   .0237856    -9.16   0.000     .7018824    .7951809

    EMERGENT     .9019063   .0286998    -3.24   0.001     .8473741     .959948

       NOINS     1.221044   .0305092     7.99   0.000     1.162688    1.282329

   PUBLICINS     1.235775   .0273486     9.57   0.000     1.183319    1.290557

  PRIVATEINS      1.25011   .0273209    10.21   0.000     1.197692    1.304821

      OMRACE     .7040845   .0375407    -6.58   0.000     .6342202    .7816449

       ASIAN     1.407928   .0610416     7.89   0.000     1.293231    1.532798

     HISPLAT     1.135484   .0279517     5.16   0.000     1.082001    1.191612

       BLACK     1.110456   .0230261     5.05   0.000     1.066231    1.156516

         AGE     1.000617    .000291     2.12   0.034     1.000047    1.001188

     WEEKEND     1.015222   .0077691     1.97   0.048     1.000108    1.030564

      FEMALE     1.088644   .0080416    11.50   0.000     1.072996     1.10452

                                                                              

    REFERRAL   Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                               (Std. Err. adjusted for 6,456 clusters in HYID)

Log pseudolikelihood = -271637.86               Pseudo R2         =     0.1746

                                                Prob > chi2       =     0.0000

                                                Wald chi2(17)     =    5865.08

Logistic regression                             Number of obs     =    495,710
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Table 18: REFERRAL Regression B 

 

 

  

                                                                              

       _cons     1.917724   .0560983    22.26   0.000     1.810866    2.030888

      OPPROF     1.698897   .1752026     5.14   0.000     1.387985    2.079453

     BDPPROF     1.847976   .2904895     3.91   0.000     1.357979    2.514778

    SUICPROF     1.662617   .3164201     2.67   0.008     1.144976    2.414283

     SUBPROF     2.044126   .3090505     4.73   0.000       1.5199    2.749163

      MAPROF     1.569722   .2002173     3.54   0.000     1.222509    2.015547

   PSYCHPROF     .6493359   .0468878    -5.98   0.000     .5636442    .7480554

  OTHERPSYCH     .5594249   .0236632   -13.73   0.000     .5149164    .6077806

 BDPSYCHOSIS     .5742157   .0442522    -7.20   0.000     .4937156    .6678413

     SUICIDE     .4620809   .0489785    -7.28   0.000     .3754002    .5687763

   SUBSTANCE     .5847064   .0249499   -12.58   0.000     .5377945    .6357104

     MOODANX     .9146071   .0398074    -2.05   0.040     .8398212    .9960527

    ADMITHOS     .0174981   .0010387   -68.15   0.000     .0155762    .0196572

   NONURGENT     .9028383   .0234783    -3.93   0.000     .8579748    .9500478

      URGENT     .7473925   .0238211    -9.14   0.000     .7021325    .7955701

    EMERGENT     .9041206   .0288154    -3.16   0.002     .8493712     .962399

       NOINS      1.22178   .0305349     8.01   0.000     1.163374    1.283117

   PUBLICINS     1.236215   .0273553     9.58   0.000     1.183745     1.29101

  PRIVATEINS     1.249172    .027298    10.18   0.000     1.196799    1.303838

      OMRACE     .7037374   .0375368    -6.59   0.000     .6338816    .7812915

       ASIAN     1.409614    .061112     7.92   0.000     1.294785    1.534628

     HISPLAT     1.134837   .0279385     5.14   0.000     1.081379    1.190938

       BLACK      1.11121   .0230486     5.08   0.000     1.066941    1.157315

         AGE     1.000628    .000291     2.16   0.031     1.000058    1.001198

     WEEKEND     1.015196   .0077752     1.97   0.049     1.000071     1.03055

      FEMALE     1.086851   .0080283    11.27   0.000      1.07123    1.102701

                                                                              

    REFERRAL   Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                               (Std. Err. adjusted for 6,456 clusters in HYID)

Log pseudolikelihood = -271557.56               Pseudo R2         =     0.1748

                                                Prob > chi2       =     0.0000

                                                Wald chi2(25)     =    6255.71

Logistic regression                             Number of obs     =    495,710
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Table 19: REFERRAL Regression A, Robustness Check Model 

 

 

  

                                                                              

       _cons     2.947821   .1419177    22.46   0.000     2.682387     3.23952

    PATPROFr     1.112178   .1433922     0.82   0.410     .8638328    1.431921

      MHPROF     .6908305   .0823803    -3.10   0.002     .5468488    .8727216

    PSYCHPAT     .4777182   .0176517   -19.99   0.000     .4443445    .5135985

    ADMITHOS     .0107594   .0012635   -38.59   0.000     .0085473    .0135439

   NONURGENT     .8105247   .0300598    -5.66   0.000     .7536989    .8716349

      URGENT     1.578769   .1290146     5.59   0.000     1.345116    1.853009

    EMERGENT     .4998526   .0426535    -8.13   0.000     .4228702    .5908495

       NOINS     1.154221   .0500979     3.30   0.001     1.060091    1.256708

   PUBLICINS      1.10493   .0391214     2.82   0.005     1.030853     1.18433

  PRIVATEINS     1.174973   .0414772     4.57   0.000     1.096427    1.259145

      OMRACE            1  (omitted)

       ASIAN     1.238842    .093192     2.85   0.004     1.069016    1.435647

     HISPLAT     1.058932   .0446321     1.36   0.174     .9749709    1.150125

       BLACK     1.038088   .0350318     1.11   0.268      .971648     1.10907

         AGE     .9982053    .000497    -3.61   0.000     .9972316    .9991799

     WEEKEND     1.034112   .0140556     2.47   0.014     1.006927    1.062031

      FEMALE     1.115938   .0142689     8.58   0.000     1.088319    1.144258

                                                                              

    REFERRAL   Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                               (Std. Err. adjusted for 2,206 clusters in HYID)

Log pseudolikelihood = -92787.967               Pseudo R2         =     0.2069

                                                Prob > chi2       =     0.0000

                                                Wald chi2(16)     =    2341.65

Logistic regression                             Number of obs     =    185,655
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       _cons     2.946238   .1418075    22.45   0.000     2.681007    3.237707

     OPPROFr     1.251486   .1911013     1.47   0.142     .9277862    1.688123

    BDPPROFr     1.211011   .2477537     0.94   0.349     .8109719    1.808383

   SUICPROFr     1.379647   .3948707     1.12   0.261     .7873076     2.41764

    SUBPROFr     1.409266   .2594887     1.86   0.062     .9823375    2.021738

     MAPROFr      .750774   .1293274    -1.66   0.096     .5356514    1.052292

      MHPROF     .6898125   .0822397    -3.11   0.002     .5460727    .8713882

  OTHERPSYCH     .4100368   .0238666   -15.32   0.000     .3658287    .4595872

 BDPSYCHOSIS     .4022905   .0394509    -9.29   0.000     .3319449    .4875436

     SUICIDE      .299067   .0484032    -7.46   0.000     .2177729    .4107081

   SUBSTANCE     .4432347   .0260111   -13.86   0.000     .3950765    .4972632

     MOODANX     .7821929   .0529339    -3.63   0.000     .6850305    .8931365

    ADMITHOS      .010764   .0012642   -38.58   0.000     .0085506    .0135503

   NONURGENT     .8097339    .030023    -5.69   0.000     .7529772    .8707687

      URGENT     1.584728   .1294811     5.64   0.000     1.350227    1.859956

    EMERGENT     .5019174   .0428071    -8.08   0.000     .4246545    .5932377

       NOINS     1.155149   .0501492     3.32   0.001     1.060924    1.257743

   PUBLICINS     1.106192   .0391838     2.85   0.004     1.031998    1.185719

  PRIVATEINS     1.174106   .0414392     4.55   0.000     1.095632    1.258201

      OMRACE            1  (omitted)

       ASIAN     1.241799   .0934993     2.88   0.004     1.071424    1.439266

     HISPLAT     1.058385    .044604     1.35   0.178     .9744755    1.149519

       BLACK     1.039366   .0351046     1.14   0.253     .9727899    1.110498

         AGE     .9982197   .0004975    -3.58   0.000     .9972451    .9991952

     WEEKEND     1.034055    .014058     2.46   0.014     1.006866    1.061978

      FEMALE     1.113319   .0142436     8.39   0.000     1.085749    1.141589

                                                                              

    REFERRAL   Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                               (Std. Err. adjusted for 2,206 clusters in HYID)

Log pseudolikelihood = -92742.249               Pseudo R2         =     0.2073

                                                Prob > chi2       =     0.0000

                                                Wald chi2(24)     =    2419.65

Logistic regression                             Number of obs     =    185,655


